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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
THE STATE^NT OF THE PROBLEM
The purposes of this study are as follows: (1) to make
clear the importance of teaching occupational information
through regular school subjects in general, and through the sub
ject of Junior High School Geography in particular; (2) to
analyze, organize, and present in outline form the occupational
information which is included in several of the leading text-
books in geography, and in two representative units commonly
treated in selected courses of study; and (3), to suggest var-
ious methods of teaching the occupational information related
to these units,
THE NAgWgj aCQPE OF OCCUPATIONAL BjEOR^TION
Webster defines an "occupation" as:
One's occupation is that to which one's time is devoted,
or in which one is regularly or habitually engaged.^/
From this it may be said that occupational information is
organized knowledge concerning all the ways in which man earns
his living. This knowledge has its beginnings very early in thjfe
V/ebster's Collegiate Dictionary
,
(Springfield: Merriam Co.,
1939, Fifth Edition), p. 697.
r
2life of all youth, both in the home and in the school
,
both at
work and at pla y. Many formal and informal avenues for obtain-
ing information about occupations are constantly being opened
to youth.
Mildred Lincoln -Billings in her book, Group Methods 01
Studying Occupations , stresses the importance of the early
gathering of occupational information when she says:
Young people from their earliest years, need activities
likely to furnish vocational information, and opportunities
for the development of right attitudes, if serious crises are
to be avoided and development is to be normal and wholesome.
School and home need to work together in providing this in-
formation and guidance, and in continuously utilizing community
resources.
Occupational information is rather a wide field, and it is
often difficult to decide what particular material should be
3/
presented to the students. The recent Strayer Report guides
the teacher in selecting basic content that students in the
Junior and Senior High School need. Occupational information
should include knowledge of the demand, the required training,
2/M.L. Billings, Group Methods Of Studying Occupations
,
(Scran-
t on : Internat ional Textbook Company, 1941), p. 5.
3/G.D. Strayer, Report Of A Survey Of The Public Schools Of
Boston , Massachusetts
,
(Vol. 7, Boston: 1944), p. 875.

3>
>
and the opportunities in each of the principal occupations.
In reference to the demand, A.J • Cardall in, A WartimeM
Guidance Program For Your School, points out the benefits of
stressing local occupational opportunities:
In teaching occupational information wherever possible th«
teacher should stress local occupational opportunities, since
they represent the jobs which students will enter in part-
time, after-school or summer jobs. Fven in normal times
students find jobs near home— in wartime it is doubly import-
ant that students take advantage of local opportunities to
help alleviate the problems which are caused by migration of
workers to areas of war production.
Also Dr. Randall B. Eamriek has compiled a list of eighty
items that suggests the scope of occupational information for
high school students. Since this report covers the field of
occupational information in such a comprehensive manner, it is
important that its content be examined by teachers for possible
inclusion, either in whole or in part, into the basic subject
matter used for the imparting of occupational information. In
this work entitled, Vocational Information For The High School
Student, the specific items presented in Appendix C are grouped
into the following major areas:
1. THE WORLD OF WORK
2. SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
3. STUDYING SPECIFIC OCCUPATIONS
4/A.J. Cardall, A Wartime G-uida nee Program For Your School,
"TScience Research Associates , No. 12. Chicago: 1943), p. 22-23.
5/Dr. R.B. Hamrick, Vocational Information For The High School
Student
,
(Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, New Haven: Yale
University, 1941).
•
4. VOCATIONAL PREPARATION—EDUCATION & TRAINING
5. ANALYZING INDIVIDUAL VOCATIONAL CAPACITIES
6. EXAMINING VOCATIONAL VALUES AND ATTITUDES
7. GENERAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ORIENTATION
8. EINDING AND SECURING JOBS
TI3E OBJECTIVES OE TEACHING OCCUPATIONAL JIjEORLIATION
HI TKB JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
-In order to properly present occupational information
at the Junior High School level it is important that certain
objectives always be kept in mind. These should coincide with
the general purpose of the Junior High School, and the needs of
the pupils at that grade-level. Since the Junior High School
serves to orientate students for High School, and also serves
as the last place of formal education for many others, its pro-
gram of occupational information should be of such latitude as
to satisfy the needs of both groups* A summary of the, Guidanc e
-1/
Msujual For Teachers
,
provides objectives which seem broad enougl
to cope with this particular situation.
1. To acquaint pupils with the significance of occupation-
al information.
2. To help pupils explore and understand the "world at
work.
"
6/C.E. Erickson and S.A. Hamrin, Guidanc e Lanual Eor Teachers,
TBloomington, 111.: Mc Knight and Lie Knight , 1959 ) , p. 83.

5, To help pupils analyze their own abilities, aptitudes,
interests, and opportunities.
THE HEED FOE TEACEBIG OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
From the observations of many authors in the field of
Guidance the following representative statements have been se-
lected as evidence of the need for teaching occupational infor-
mation. Each of these present a different reason for including
occupational information in the training of every youth.
If individuals are to choose a vocation wisely they must
JJ
possess adequate occupational information.
All American Youth will be expected to work to sustain
themselves and others; all therefore require occupational
guidance and training, and orientation to current economic
conditions, 8/
Through the knowledge of occupations, and an understandin
of the problems of the occupational world, the individual pre-
pares more fully for a life of usefulness in the community and
thus to become a better citizen.
The lack of information among young people regarding vo-
cations and vocational opportunities makes necessary a system
atic attempt on the part of the school to compensate for the
deficiency. ±P'
7/Kandbook For Counselors , (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Public School
1953T, p. 39,
6/Education Eor All American Youth
,
(Educational Policies Comm-
ission, Washington B.C.: 1944), p. 17,
9/vT.C. Reavis, Programs of Guidance
,
(National Survey of Second-
ary Education, I.Ionograph No, 14. Washington D,C,:1932), p. 28.
10/ To id., p. 89.

6Occupational information is the foundation of all voca-
tional guidance. Schools which are prepared to offer only
the barest .program should concentrate on teaching such infor-
mation. jXf
The school quite readily accepts the responsibility in
most communities of presenting occupational information in one
way or another to its students, since it recognizes its just-
ifications and realizes that,
Young people, as a rule, when unassisted and unadvised are
likely to aim lower and to select an inferior calling.
A review of this field shows that most occupational infer-]
mat ion is taught through a course called "Occupational Informa-
tion. 5 ' The available writings on the teaching of occupational
information through school subjects amount to only a few short
15/ 14/ ,15/
and inadequate articles. Many authors suggest the
correlation of occupational information with school subjects
but few make any effort to further develop this concept.
This should be taken as proof of the necessity for more
ll/A.J". Cardall, A Y/artime Guidance Program ffor "four School ,
TScience Research associates , Ho, 12. Chicago: 1943), "p. 12.
12/Suggestions Her A Program In Educational Guidance For Sec -
ondary School
s
i (State Board of Education, Hartford: 1925), p. 5.
15/1,1. L. Billings, Group Methods Of Studying Occupations,
TScranton: International Textbook Company, 1941), p. 222-251.
14/11. D. Kit son, Vocational Guidance Through School Subject s,
"(Teachers 1 College Record, Hay, 1927), footnote 18, p. 658-645.
15/J.M. Brewer, Education As Guidance , Chapter 19, p. 658-645,
footnote 11, p. 256, Billings.

7original thinking and work along this line of intergrating
occupational information with school subjects.
THE CORRELATION OF OCCUPATIONAL Ufa'ORIvIATION WITH SCHOOL SUBJECTS
Correlation of occupational information with school
subjects simply means imparting information regarding occupations
related to school subjects and yet not hindering the teaching o:
16/
that same school subject.
According to the Strayer Repor~c,
There is need for teachers to give greater emphasis to
the correlation of occupational information with the subject
matter taught, 7/
That there is need for correlation is readily seen, but
that this need is being adequately met is doubtful. To date
the correlation of occupational information with regular school
subjects has been carried on, for the most part, without full
understanding by the classroom teacher. Without a clear under-
standing of the occupational information objective inherent in
her work the contribution of the classroom teacher to this
objective has to date been unsystematic and incomplete.
16/ILL. Billings, Grout) Methods Of Studying Occupations , (Scrant
international Textbook Company, 1941), p. 228-229.
17/G.D. Strayer, Report Of A Survey Of The Public Schools Of
Boston
,
Massachusetts"
,
(Vol. 7, Boston: .1944) , p. 894
.
on

THE !D£P(BTANCij: OF THE STUDY
18/
From a survey of guidance programs ' in Junior High
Schools it may be concluded that very few Junior High Schools
allot sufficient time for work in occupational information.
In view of this fact, it is desirable that the classroom teacher
work occupational information into the regular subject matter
whenever feasible. Since Geography is a required subject in
many Junior High Schools, and at least a popular elective in
many Senior High Schools, it should prove to be an excellent
field in which to introduce occupational information.
In schools in small communities , homeroom and subject
teachers must usually carry out the program and study of ed-
ucation and occupations. 1*/
Many teachers begin their teaching careers in small comm-
unities and should be prepared to teach occupational information^
through their school subjects rega rdless of the overall pro-
gram of the school itself for the presentation of this same
occupational information.
Another very good reason for the study of this problem
might well be the fact that the presentation of occupational
information through Geography leads the student to a fuller
significance and better understanding of the subject matter.
18/LI.L. Billings, Group i.Iethods Of Studying Occupations
,
Tscranton: International Textbook Company, 1941 J, p. 251-232.
19/ Ibid., p. 92.

The student must be brought to his work' in terms of its
value to him. 2(V
Greater interest in Geography should accompany the corre-
lation of occupational information and the subject matter.
It has been demonstrated time and a gain that teachers
can improve student interest in their subjects by emphasizing
the practical value of the subject matter .£1/
This chapter would not be complete without reference to
the connection between teaching occupational information and
the present war effort. The following statements express this:
The greatest immediate contribution which the schools of
the country can make toward winning the war is to boys and
girls who are soon to face positions within the armed forces
and on the homefront in tentatively selecting those voca-
tional activities in which they can do their best v/ork in
the cause of victory. The very first objective of the war-
time guidance program, then, is to get pertinent occupationa:
.
information to seniors before they leave school. 22/
The same might be said about the ensuing period of peace
that is rapidly approaching. High School and Junior High
School youth will need more complete and accurate occupational
information in order to compete in a labor market of returning
veterans, skilled ex-war workers, and possibly an abundance
of all types of workers. Thus the importance today of instill-j-
20/C.C. Dunsmoor and L.L.I. Miller, Guidance Methods For Teachers
TScranton: International Textbook Company, 1942), p. 34.
21/A.J. Cardall, A Wartime Guidance Program x'or Your School
,
"(Science Research Associates, No. 12. Chicago: 1945), p. 24.
22/ Toid.
, p. 5«
<-
10
ing in tomorrow's adults proper concepts about the world at
work, the dignity of all work, and the interdependence of work-
ers. There is no better way to accomplish this than to make
sure that they are armed with complete occupational information.
One way of insuring their getting this, and of their appreciation
of it when it is presented, is to initiate them into this realm
of occupational information early in school and in a pleasing
manner, nam ely through correlating occupational information
with school subjects.
r
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS AND METHODS
USED m THE
INVESTIGATION AND DEVM^QPMeNT OX' THE PROBMvl
This paper may be classified as descriptive in nature. The
methods used were those of personal investigation and original
thinking.
The two units developed here, Trade, Trans^ortaion, and
Communication; and The New England States, were selected be-
cause they were found to be common in many Junior High School
Geography courses. It was also found that these same units are
commonly used in Senior High School Geography courses whenever
the subject is taught at this level. This information was taker
partly from fifteen representative courses of study of different
cities all over the United States and partly from twelve text-
books used at the Junior High School level as designated by
their respective publishers.
Materials used in the development of the two major units
in this paper include twelve representative Geography texts,*
* These texts are listed on a separate page at the beginning of
each of the two major units.
rc
12
1
>
23/
the Dictionary or Occupational Titles, and Occupational Out-
3
3
24/
lines On America's Major Occupations* The use of these books
is explained in detail at another place.
After the two representative units in Geography were se-
lected*, the problem of their development was in order, Twenty
job titles were chosen for special consideration from the Geog-
raphy textbooks because they were found to be treated at length
in all, or at least in the majority of the books. Also these
very same job titles were found among America's one hundred
major occupations which employ three quarters of all the worker
in America, This seems significant since many of America's
youth will eventually find their way into these very same jobs,
A few representative descriptions of people who do work
in the same field have been included under each of the twenty
major job titles given special consideration, For example, the
title Farmer has been supplemented by authoritative definition
of : Farmer; General Farmer; Poultry Farmer; and Fruit Farmer
as found in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, These^ are
different farming occupations that the teacher may use to help
the student to become ' familiar wltii the work of farmers in
general
.
23/Dict ionary of Occupational Titles, Job Analysis and Informa-
tion Division of Standards and Research, (Washington D.C.:
United States Government Printing Office, June 1939.)
24/S.A, Hamrin and L,A, Nelson, Occupational Outlines On Amer-
ica's Major Occupations, (Chicago, 111,: Science Research Asso-
ciates, 1940.)

In addition, the definitions have "been supplemented by-
lists of other types of jobs in the same field. The teacher
here is provided with material from which activities that mi0ht
aid in imparting occupational information could be developed.
5'or example, under the job title Farmer different types of
farmers have been listed such as: Animal Farmer; Cash Grain
[armor; and Tenant Farmer .
Suggested questions, pupil activities, and related read in
have also been included for the benefit of the teacher. The
questions and activities were constructed so as to impart a max-
imum amount of occupational information, and be practical at
the same time. They direct the student to depend heavily on
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles , which is the only author-
itative source containing descriptions of the duties of workers
arranged according to the various levels of ability. The re-
lated readings give interesting and up to date sources for the
pupil to find more complete information on these jobs.
In the appendix is found a series of geographical quest ior
that arise from the mention of the main job titles. These are
geographical in content, but it is felt that they should be
included as a guide or possible starting point for the teacher.
This is not an effort to do all the geography work for the
teacher but an attempt to offer additional geographical con-
tent with occupational implications.
The task undertaken here is to show as many different

14
ways of teaching occupational information as possible through
Geography. In no sense is any teacher to do all that is suggested.
Here, are listed possibilities from v/Iiich teachers may choose;
however, it is important that the goal he not so zealously
sought after that the subject matter of the course i.e. Geog-
raphy
,
becomes neglected. Correlation does not mean overshad-
owing but working or being taught through. Primarily Geog-
raphy, the subject matter, is to be taught; the opportunity
for the prudent insertion of occupational informa/tion always
to be sought after.
k
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CHAPTER III
THE DEVELOPMENT OF UNIT ONE
TEACHING OCCUPATIONAL OTFORFATION
THROUGH THE STUDY OF
TRADE, TRANSPORTATION, AND COLMJNICATION
KEY TO GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS USED ES CHAPTER III
The following textbooks have been selected for this part-
icular unit because they were found to be in common use in many-
Junior High Schools; are recent publications; and, are standard
works by established authors.
A. M.3. Casner, and R. Peattie, Exploring Geography* Hew York:
Ear court, Brace and Company, 1937,
B. W.W« Atv/ood, The World At Work. Boston: Ginn and Company,
1938.
C. V/.R. McConnell, The United States In The Modern World. Hew
York: Rand McNally and Company, 1939.
D. J.R. Smith, Our Industrial ..orId. Philadelphia: The John
C. Winston Company, 1939.
E. './."./. Atv/ood, The United States Among The Nations. Boston:
Ginn and Company, 1954.
F. A.\7. Abrams, and E.L. Thurston, World Geography. Hew York:
Iroquois Publishing Company, Inc., 1941.
•

»JOBS AND OCGUPaTIOI^AL FIELDS OR EIPLIE.D
IN THE CHAPT^-iS OH 1Uii.DE IN BOOKS A, B, C, D
,
E, AMD F .
These lists of jobs and. occupational fields were mentioned
or implied in the chapters on Trade in the six Geography texts
used for this particular unit. In these jobs many of the
workers in trade are employed.
Book A .
Artist
Canal Builder
Coffee Planter
Cotton Grower
Doctor
Farmer
Fisherman
Grocer
Inventor
Landsman
Merchant
Mill Worker
Miner
Mptpr Plant Employee
paper Manufacturer
Koad Builder
Seaman
4
Shoe Hanufe.cturer
Soldier
Song Writer
Tradesman
Weaver
Woodworker
Book B.
Merchant
Storekeeper
Trader
Book C.
Canal Builder
Farmer
Freight Handler
Furniture Maker
Lumberman
] "anufacturer
Mill Worker
Nev/spaper Printer
Ship Builder
Shipper
VV
Book D.
Carpenter
farmer
Fis&ermeji
Hunter
Railroad Builder
Book E .
Housewife
Inventor
Leather Manufacturer
Mill Worker
Miner
Peddler
Ship Builder
Silk Manufacturer
Telephone Manufacturer
Book ?.
Hunter
Seaman
Trader

JOBS AM) OCCUPATIONAL "i1 IELPS LENTIOHED OR L.PLIuiD
IN TH£ CHAPTERS OH TRANSPORTaT ION IN BOOKS A, B, C, D, E, AND F .
These lists of jobs and occupational fields v/ere mentioned
or is plied in the chapters on Transportation in the sis Geog-
raphy texts used for this particular unit. In these jobs many
of the workers in transportation are employed.
Book A.
none
19
Book B.
Aviator
Explorer
Farmer
Horse Breeder
Merchant
Porter
Ranchman
Road Maker
Sailor
Sea Captain
Ship Builder
Book 0,
Bridge Builder

Dredging
farmer
Manufacturer
Pilot
President
Book D.
Air Photographer
Canal Builder
Farmer
Fur Trader
Geologist
Map Maker
Shipping Agents
Book ^.
Canal Builder
Farmer
Ferryman
Inventor
Lumberman
Manufacturer
Market Gardener
Miner
Pilot

Ranchman
Road Building
Book Fg
Buyer
Farmer
Freight Handler
Mil&mau
Porter
postnan
i.oad Builder
Shipper
r
JOBS AM) OCOroATIQIj^X FIELDS BMTI^ED Pit I^LISD
IN THE CHAPTOS ON GQ].Z UN IOAT ION Bf BOOK A, B, C, D, E, AND E
.
These lists of jobs and occupatione.1 fields v/ere mentioned
or implied in the chapters on Communication in the six Geography
texts used for this particular unit. In theses jobs many of the
workers in communication are employed.
Book A«
Cablegram Sender
Radio . Technician
Telegraph Worker
Telephone Operator
Book, B.
Airplane Pilot
Cablegram Sender
explorer
Messenger
postman
jciadio Technician
Radiotelephone Operator
Nunner
Sea Captain
Telegraph Worker

Telephone Worker
Wireless operator
Wireless Telegrapher
Book C
.
none
Book D.
Airmail Pilot
Flagmen
Mailman
Messenger
Gunner
Signaler
Stagecoach Driver
Telegraph Worker
Telephone Operator
Television Worker
Town Crier
Book Eg
Cablegram Sender
. lailman
Radiotelephone Operator
Telegraph Operator

Telephone Operator
..ireless Telegrapher
Book
Cablegram Sender
Lighthouse Keeper
Postman
Radio Operator
Radio Technician
Runner
Telegraph Worker
Telephone Operator
..ireless Telegrapher
(
CLASSIFICATION 0? JOBS .Z7D OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS
MENT?IOK£D IN THE STUDY OF
TRADE, TPJ'JTSPORTATION , AND COLftiUNICATION
ACCORDING TO LAJ"OR OCCUPATION GROUPS AND DIVISIONS
To be most meaningful to both teachers and pupils, the
occupational titles listed in the preceding pages should be
grouped according to some func tional classification. The
classification selected is that utilized in the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles , and is one that is commended for use in
vocational guidance because of the realistic grouping of occupa
tions according to levels of ability and similarity of job re-
quirements.
The occupational titles discovered in the six textbooks
considered in this unit have been classified below under the
appropriate headings. By referring to the definitions of each
heading included in Appendix D and to the Dictionary itself,
the teacher and pupil will have little difficulty in classify-
ing in a similar fashion titles found in other units in
geography. Practice in classifying occupations in itself will
contribute much to youths' occupational information background.
It might be well to state here that the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles treats specific job titles only and not
1
occupational areas. In the following classification both job
titles and occupational areas have been included in the sane
outline in order to make the classification complete for the
purpose of this paper. The job titles have been classified
according to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles , while the
author classified the areas after studying the classification
of jobs within the occupational area in question.
1« Professional and Liuiagerial Occupations .
A« Professional Occupations .
Art ist
Bridge Builder
Canal Builder
Doctor
Explorer
Geologist
Inventor
Song Writer

B « Semi Professional Occupations .
Airmail Pilot
Air Pnotograpner
Airplane Pilot
Aviator
Map Maker
Radio Operator
Radio Technician
C t ioanagerial and Official Occupat ions
Buyer
President
Sea Captain
Clerical and Sales Occupations
.
A. Clerical and Kindred Occupations .
Cablegram Sender
Mail Carrier
Postman
Shipper
Shipping Agent
Telegraph Worker
Telephone . Operator
I
Telephone Worker
Television Worker
Wireless Telegrapher
B. Sales and Kindred Qccu'oations .
Grocer
Herchant
Peddler
Storekeeper
3. Service Occupations *
A« Done stic Service Occupations .
Housewife
B. Personal Service Occupations , (none)
C. Protective Service Occupations .
Flagman
Light House Keeper
Sailor
Signaler
Soldier

D
.
Building Service V:orkers and Porters •
Porter
^ricultural, Fishery, forestry, and Kindred Occupations
.
A. Agriculture, Horticultural, and Kindred Occupations.
Coffee Grower
Farmer
Horse Breeder
Market Gardener
Ranchman
3. Fishery Occupations .
Fisherman
C. Forestry (except loflginp;) and Hunting and Trapping Occ
upations
.
Hunter
5, skilled, Semi Skilled, and Unskilled Occupations .
A. Skilled .
Carpenter
\ Dredging
Furniture Maker
Leather Manufacturer

Lumberman
Manufacturer
Mill Y/orker
Miner
Motor Plant linployee
Paper Mamifacturer
Hailroad Builder
Hoad Builder
Ship Builder
jhoe Manufacturer
Silk Manufacturer
Telephone I.ianufacturer
Y/eaver
Woodworker
Semi Skilled .
Freight Handler
Furniture Maker
Leather Manufacturer
Lumberman
Manufacturer
Milkman
Hill Worker
Miner
otor Plant iinployee

Paper Manufacturer
Railroad Builder
Ship Builder
Shoe Manufacturer
Silk Manufacturer
Telephone Manufacturer
Woodworker
Unskilled
Freight Handler
Furnitur e Maker
Leather Manufacturer
Lumberman
Manufacturer
Mill Worker
M7otor Plant Employee
Paper Manufacturer
Railroad Builder
Road Builder
Ship Builder
Shoe Manufacturer
Silk I Banufacturer
Telephone r.Ianfacturer
. ;ood\7orker

AMERICAN IvIAJOR OCCUPATIONS
These hundred occupations are listed from Occupational
Outlines of America^ I.Iajor Occupations . It is in these part-
icular jobs that seventy five percent of all the workers in
America are employed. It is very important in presenting occ-
upational information to students that they receive complete
instruction concerning these hundred major occupations, be-
cause it is quite probable that the majority of the students
will eventually find their way into these very same jobs.
In the development of the unit to follow, ten jobs have
been given special consideration. These ten jobs were chosen
first because they were mentioned in the six Geography text-
books used in the development of this unit. The same ten jobs
were selected rather than any other group of jobs because they
were found also to be among America's hundred major occupations
Since today's Geography textbooks are not written with any pur-
pose of correlating occupational information with the subject
matter, the jobs mentioned in these Geography textbooks may
or may not fall into the category of America's hundred major
occupations. This fact has necessarily limited and influenced
the number and choice of jobs to be elaborated upon in the
following pages.
Each of the ten jobs given special consideration has
been treated in the following manner: From the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles , a few representative job descriptions of
<I
people who do work in the same field have been presented in
order to provide the teacher with material to he used to broad-
en the students knovrledge of that particular field of work.
Also from the Dictionary of Occup ational Titles , a supple-
mentary list of jobs In the same field has been included to pro
vide the teacher with material from which activities that might
aid in imparting occupational information could be developed.
The third major treatment of each job is in the form of several
questions about the job being considered. The questions are
pertinent and geared to the proper student level. Suggested
pupil activities form another part of the procedure in which
the various jobs are treated. The questions and activities
provide the teacher and pupil with various methods of gathering
important occupational information as well as directing them
to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and Occupational
Outlines of America's Major Occupations for reference and
study, A list of related readings has been included for each
of the ten job titles to indicate the kinds of references
available as sources of further occupational information, and
to assist the teacher to guide pupils in locating additional
sources of occupational information on specific occupations.

AMERICA'S MAJOR OCCUPATIONS
Professional Workers
Actors and Showmen
Artists and Art Teachers
Chemists and Metallurgists
Clergymen
College Professors
Dentists
Draftsmen
Editors and Reporters
Engineer s , C ivil
Engineers, Electrical
Engineers, Mechanical
Jobs in Government
Lawyers and Judges
Musicians
Photographer s
Physicians and Surgeons
Social Workers
Teachers
Trained Nurses

35
Froprietors
,
lianagers, end Officials
Bank Worker
Cattle Farming
Dairy farming
Fruit Farming
* General Farming
Truck Farming
Filling Station Operators
Real Estate Agents
Stock Brokers
Clerical and Sales Workers
Accountants
Agents and Collectors
Bookkeepers and Cashiers
Clerks in Offices
Clothing Store Workers
Commercial Travelers
Department Store Workers
Drug Store Workers
Food Store Workers
Furniture Store Workers
Insurance Agents
* Job title is given special consideration in coming pages.

3 fessenger and Office Boys
Office Machine Operators
* Postal Service
Salesmen and Saleswomen
Stenographers and Typists
Telegraph Operators
* Telephone Operators
Variety Store 'Workers
Craftsmen
Auto Mechanics
* Aviation Jobs
Bakers
Bla-cksmiths
Brick and Stone Ivjasoas
Carpenter
Compositors and Typesetters
Electricians
Foreman
General Mechanics
Machinists
Holders and Founders
Painters
Plasterers
Plumbers and Steam? itters
* Radio Jobs

Railroad Workers
Shoemakers
Stationary Engineers
Tailors
Tinsmiths
Tool and Die Makers
Operatives
Apprentices
Chauffeurs, Truck Drivers, and Deliverymen
* Goal ..liner
Dressmakers and Seamstresses
Laundry Workers
Oil and Gas-Well Workers
Operat ives
Sailors and Deckhands
Stat ionary 3? ir ernen
Street Railway Jobs
Telephone and Telegraph Linemen
Welders
Domest ic Service .."orkers
Household Workers
Protective Service .. orkers
Piremen

Policemen
* Soldiers and Sailors
Other Service workers
Barber
Beauticians and Manicurists
Building Llaintenance
Cleaning and Pressing Shop workers
Cooks
Porters
Practical Nurses
Waiters and Waitresses
Laborers
farm Laborers
* Fishermen and Oystermen
Longshoremen and Stevedores
Lumbermen
*
...oad Building and P.epair Workers'
Teamsters
* Unskilled Laborers

TRADE
,
TRANSPORTATION, MP COIIITNIC^TION
SPECIAL COMSinSRATIOH OF PART ICTJLAR JOB TITLE
1. AVIATOR
A. REPRESEI.TAT Iv~E JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Airplane Pilot, Commercial; aviator; pilot. Oper-
ates an airplane for the transportation of nail,
passengers, or freight. Usually designated acc-
ording to the type of work performed, as Barn-
stormer, or "by the Federal license tliat is held,
as transport pilot,
2. Barnstormer. A term applied to an Airplane Pilot
Commercial who operates an airplane for chartered
or sightseeing flights in the vacinity of a fly-
ing field, usually moving from city to city.
3. Airplane Captain. Am Airplane Pilot, Commercial
who is vested with complete authority over the
crew of a transport airplane or flying boat.
4. Airplane 1'irst-uff icer ; co-pilot. ..n Airplane
Pilot, Corfimercial who operates a transport air-
plane or flying "boat under the authority of an
airplane Captain.

B. OTHER TYPES OF .//RATION JOBS DESCIRIBED
ICT THE DICTIONARY 0? OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. .airplane-and-Engine Mechanic
2. Airplane Cleaner
3. Airplane Coverer
4. Airplane Designer
5. Airplane Inspector
6. Airplane Rigger
7. ...irplane Roodworker
8. airport-Control Operator
9. Airways Obs-rver
C. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS ROR INVESTIGATION i :RID DISCUSSION
1. ..hat is meant by a semi-professional occupation?
Why is an aviator in this classification?
2, Rhat are the qualifications to become a commercia
airplane pilot? Do you know someone who has
qualified?
3» What are the opportunities for women in aviation?
Are the opportunities increasing or decreasing?
4. Rhat occupations in the field of aviation can
you name and describe?
B« SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Using the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
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find and copy the do script ion of the work of the
following: Barnstormer, Airplaae-and-Engine Mech-
anic, and Airport -Control Operator.
2. Bring your collection of model airplanes to school
for a class exhibit.
3. Write a biography cn the life of Charles A. Lind-
bergh.
4. Send to several Commercial Airlines offices for
illustrative material on their scheduled trips
and routes.
RELATED AAADING-S
!• Aeronautical occupations For Boys . Bur Leyson. New
York: E. iJ . Button and Co., 1938.
2. Crirls At V/ork In aviation. Dickie Heyex. New York:
Duobleday Doran, 1945.
3. Jobs In The Aircraft Industry. Albert T. Helbing.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1943.
4. From The Plant . Virginia Shirley, iviademoiselle
,
October, 1943, p. 116.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF EARTIGULAg JOB TITLE
2. EAR! ICR
A. RgmESENTATI¥E IQ3 DESCRIPTIONS
1. Earner. A general term applied to one who en-
gages in the profitable exploitation of the soil
to raise crops and animals, process them into
salable form, and market them; the extent of his
actual participation in the physical, supervis-
ory, and administrative duties entailed depend
largely on the size of the enterprise.
2. Farmer j General. A classification title for
farmers engaged in the raising and harvesting of
crops and the raising and breeding of livestock
and poultry on a farm devoted to diversified
agriculture.
3. Farmer, Poultry, a classification title for
farmers engaged in the commercial raising and
breeding of chickens, ducks, geese, turkeys, and
other poultry for their meat or for their eggs.
4. Earmer, Eruit. A classification title for far-
mers engaged in the commercic.l growing of small
fruits such as strawberries, tree fruits such as
apples or oranges, and grapes.

OTHER TYPES OF FARMERS DESCRIBED
IN 'Srli DICTIONARY OF OCCUP^TIOFiiL TITLES
1. Farmer
,
Animal
2. Farmer Cash Grain
3. Farmer Crop Specialty-
4. Farmer Dry Land
5. Farmer Livestock
6. Farmer JMUb
7. Farmer Tenant
3. Farmer
,
Upland
SUGGESTED gUESTIONS FOR Ilfv^STIGiiTION AND DISCUSSION
1. Would you say that farmers are more or less
efficient today than ever "before? Why?
2. V/hat is the outlook for farmers?
3. Why are all of us, regardless of the work we do,
dependent upon the farmer? How does the degree of
prosperity which the farmer enjoys affect the man
ufacturer, the worker in business, and the pro-
fessional man or woman?
4. Sew would you describe the work of a Poultry Far-
mer, and a Livestock Farmer? Gather your inform-
ation from the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles .
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D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITY^
1. Prepare an oral report on A Farm I Have Visite d
or Yhy I Would Like To Visit A Farm*
2. Hake a study of the ways in which farm products
are marketed. For example, list the steps of the
travels of a farm product from the time it lea? : s
the farm until it reaches market.
5. Have one member of the class write to the College
Of Agriculture in your State for a copy of their
catalogue to be circulated throughout the class.
4. List the Agriculture, Horticultural, and Kindred
Occupations as found under the classification of
jobs according to the major occupation groups
and divisions in the Dictionary Of Occupational
Titles .
E. R^Lt-TED HHADIHGS
1. Tour Career In Agriculture . Homer Paul Anderson.
New York: E. P. Button and Co., 1940.
2. Dairy Profit . Wilder <T. Fraser. Danville, 111.:
Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1940.
3. Practical Poultry Farming . Louis M. Hurd. Mew
York: Hacmillan Co., 1957*
4. Grow Your Fruit. Ivi. G. Kains. New York: Charles
Scribners Sons, 1940.

SPECIAL COHSID.gRA.TIOH FOR BARTIOUL^ <JGB TITLE
A. REPRESENTAT I'VE JOB E^oCRIPtIQHS
1. Eisherman. A general term used to designate a
worker who fishes, tlie specific type of gear he
uses depending upon the kind of fish or other
sea life that he fishes for; usually has duties
additional to fishing, such as operating power
boat, mending nets, and cleaning fish.
2. Eisherman, Lobster ?ot. Catches lobsters in
oblong lath boxes which have one or more funnel
openings: baits traps with fish; weighs traps
down with bricks and sets them on single warps
or on trawls having 5 to 60 traps attached.
May construct the traps.
3. Fisherman, Swordfish. Harpoons swordfish from
his position in the pulpit on the bowsprit of
fishing vessel by throwing harpoon into sword-
fish while it is on surface of water. The har-
poon is attached to a barrel buoy by means of a
rope, Follows swordfish in dory and kills it
as it tires from towing the buoy.
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4. Fisherman, Trawl Line. Fishes for groundf isli,
sucli as cod, haddock, and halibut, with a trawl
line (a long fishing line, anchored at the ends,
and having many short lines bearing hooks): chops
bait with heavy knife, attaches it to hooks, and
coils lines in tubs in such a manner that they
can be thrown out quickly without fouling; att-
aches end of trawl line to buoy and throws out
trawl line from position in dory as partner rows;
secures other end of trawl line to anchor; re-
turns to lines after designated period and hauls
catch aboard dory,
B. OTHER TYPES OF FISIERI^N DESCRIBED
IN THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Fisherman, .Lbalone
2. Fisherman, Beam Trawl
3. Fisherman, Boss
4. Fisherman, Bow and ArJfow
5. Fisherman, Carp
6. Fisherman, Casual
7. Fisherman, Clam
3. Fisherman, Crab
9. Fisherman, Dip Net
10. Fisherman, Diver Net

11. Fisherman
12. Fisherman
13. ?i sherman
14- Fi sheTJiian
15. ..'isherman
16. Fisherman
17
.
F isherman
18. Fisherman
19 Fi Sherman
20. Fi shepTna.ii-J-, - - kJ X J-^ J— - - - _ .
-
21. F i sherman
22 - ;^ i 53 "h pt'thp n
23. Fi shPTrnar1
24. Fi shsTTnan
25. fisherman
26. Fi sli ^Titian
27. 3?3 sherman
28. F i s h eT*TOan
29 .
•
"Pi shPTTnan
30. Fi sh oTTnan
31 Fi Khfivrnffn
32. Fisherman
53. Fisherman
34. Fisherman
35. Fisherman
lei
Fish Wheel
Fyke Net
irill Net
Hand Line
Haul, Drag, or Beach Seine
Herring
Hook and Line
Lampara Net
Liackcrel
I.Ienhoden
Lfussel
Otter Trawl
Oyster
Pearl
Perch
Pike
Pound Net and Trap
Purse Seine
Quahog
Salmon
Salt
Sardine
Scallop
Sea Turtle
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%A 1' XSIiSJ/IilcxlT j anoi ei isn
O 1 • x lsnermcin
,
oilT imp
Ju • jj lsnermcui opear aM u-a±±
^ Q
J3 isnerman Sponge
/l o
*fcU • j isxierrii8.il
,
ocjuaw iieu
j lsxiejL jLuo.il ierrapm
A O 1" is lierman Tramme 1 Net
43. Fisherman, Trout
44. Fisherman, Tuna
45. fisherman, V/e ir
46. Fisherman, Y/hitef ish
C. SUGGESTED QJJESTIONS 1'OH -INVESTIGATION aED DISCUSSION
1. Why is a fisherman's task a dangerous and lonely
one?
2. Y/hat percentage of fishermen ovrn their mm boats?
5. Is the job of a fisherman a good paying one?
4. How many types of fishermen can you name? Use th#
Dict ionary Of Occupational Titles
.
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Arrange a visit to one of the following places:
Ir'ish Pier, Aquarium, Huseum of Natural History*
2. Make a chart on the different methods of preserv-
ing fish.

3. Prepare a written composition on The Life Of A
Fisherman. Include a picture or sketch of a
fishing village or port.
4. Using the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles ,
find and copy the description of the work of
the following: .Fisherman, Lobster Pot; Fisherman
Salmon; and Fisherman, Srvordfish.
1. Catch Those Vitcdrains. Jim Liarshall. Collier's
103:50 Dec. S3, 1939.
2. Pishing For A Living . Collier's 99:22. March 20,
1937.
3. G-oin* Pishin' . Wesley G-eorge Pierce. .Salem
(Mass.) Marias research dociety. 1934. 325p.
G-eni, The Halibut. Elden Moore. Magazine Digest
30:86-9. Jan. 1940.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION 01 PARTICULAR JOB TITLE
4. MAHJMN OR IgTTBR CARRIER
A. REPRESENTATIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Mail Carrier. A messenger who delivers to and
collects from various individuals and depart-
ments, incoming, outgoing, and intra-department-
al mail. May sort mail by departments prior to
delivery, take mail to post-office, and run
other errands as requested.
B. OTHER TYPES 0E POSTAL EMPLOYEES DESCRIBED
IN TEE DICTIONARY 0E OCCUPATIONAL T ITLES
lm Mail Clerk
2. Mail Sorter
3. LSail Tracer
4. Postal Clerk, Service Desk
C. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOB H^STIGaTIQR AND DISCUSSION
1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of
being a mailman? Which of the advantages are
characteristic of all Civil Service jobs?
2. If you wished to obtain a job in the Postoffice
what preparation would you have to make?

3. Is the Postoffice in your community short of
help? How may you prevent uneoessary work for
the Postal employees?
4. How would you classify a worker in the Postal
Service? What others are included in the same
classification? Use America T s I.la ,~j or uc cupat ions
100 occupations which employ 75$ of all workers
in this country.
SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVTT^S
1. Go to the Postoffice and observe announcements
of Civil Service Examinations. Make a chart on
what you observe including: the position; salary
duties; requirements; and the time, place, and
method of conducting the examination.
2. Bring your stamp collection to class for exhib-
ition.
3. Describe the work of a Mail Carrier, Mail Sorter
and a Mail Tracer as presented in the Dictionary
Of Occupational Titles
.
4. Make a study of the work done oy the " Dead
Letter Office".
RELATED RSaDEIC-S
1. -rere Comes The Hail , llobert Disraeli. Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1939.
B->?ton University
School of "Education
~ Horary -
11
2. Make Way jqp The Mail . John J. Floherty. Phil-
adelphia: J. B. Lippencott Co., 1939.
3. Jobbery By 1 .i.il, Karl Baarslage, New York:
Parrar and Piinehart, Inc., 1938.
4. 1940 Llanual For Postal positions . David R, Iflbsk
owitz. New York: Arco Publishing Co., 1940.
r
SPBCIaL CONSID:]:UTION Off EARTICTGLAR JOB TITLLC
5. LULL WORK,.:
A. REPRESEI'TTAT IVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Mill Hand. A general term applied to any worker
in the various types of mills. Usually specific-
ally designated according to type of work performed,
2. Mill Clerk. A general term applied to clerical
workers who work in a mill or a factory.
3. Mill Greaser. A general term used to designate
workers who grease the moving parts of mechanical
equipment
.
4. Mill Dresser, (grain and feed mill; paint and
varnish). Maintains the grinding stones of mills
in proper working condition by operating a stone-
dressing grinder to recut grinding stones, and
an air drill to resurface the stones: dismantles
mill, using portable hoist; starts electric grind-
ing wheel, and applies grinding wheel to stone;
starts air compressor motor of air drill, and drills
stones to cut out depressions in stone centers.
May install hand-operated agitators for
V
^4.
mixing paint in wooden barrels: drills holes in
barrel, and inserts agitator in barrel and fas-
tens securely.
5. Rill Feeder* (ore dress., smelt., and ref in. ) A
Laborer, Process. Regulates flow of ore from bins
chutes, or belts into crushers, rolls, and other
equipment , used to reduce the ore to a fineness
suitable for the extraction of the mineral from
the waste mineral; breaks up large lumps that
will not pass through equipment, using a sledge
hammer; prods lumps with a bar to force them
thrcugh e quipment
.
B. OTHER TYPES OR MILL V/ORRERS PESOR IBRD
LR THE DICTIONARY OF OuCUPRTlOR^ TITLES
1. Rill Charger
2. Mill-Cleaning Rloorman
3. Mill Foreman
4. Mill Oiler
5. Mill Set-up Mam
C. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
1. Row have labor laws helped mill workers in re
cent years?
2. Row do you account for the fact that a great

number of mill workers are women?
5. What type of high school would you recommend for
a boy or girl who intends to go to work in a
mill? Why?
4. How many different kinds of mills can you name
and describe?
SUGGSSTEP PUPIL ACTTgTTgSS
1. Arrange a visit to a mill and pay particular att-
ention to the kind of work being done and also
to the working conditions,
2. Make a collection of mill products by sending to
various types of mills for sample products.
5. Make a comparison chart on the work and wage of
a skilled worker, a semi skilled worker, and an
unsk. lied worker,
4. Using the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles , find
and copy the description of the work of the
following: Mill-Cleaning Floorman, Mill feeder,
and Mill 3et-up Man,
SUGGESTED RELATED gjjADgjGS
1. Management Of A Textile Business . 0. Ganby Bald-
erston and Victor 3. Karabasz, Washington, D,U.
:
Textile foundation, 1938.

2. The Pulp -hjia Paper Industry . John Cornell. Boston
Mass.: Bellman Publishing Co., 1941.
S« Lab orai: or7 l^and/book Of Pulp Ana Paper ."anufacture
Julius Grant. New York: Longmans Green and Co.,
1942.
4. Road To Skill. Vofeational Trends 2:12-13. Dec.
1939.
f
SPECIAL CONSIDEliATION OE PARTICULAR JOB TITLE
6. MMER
A. dJriT-t -T ±VE JOB DipSCRIPT I Cu'S
1. Miner (anth. coal mining; bio. coal mining).
Performs the complete set of duties involved in
driving underground openings to extract coal,
slate, and rock, with a hand or machine drill,
into which explosives are charged and set off t
break up ohe mass.
2. Miner, Long Wall, a miner who extracts coal
from seams by a specialized method known as
long wall mining. In this method, all coal is i
tracted as the work progresses, packs (supports
of stone and timber) being built instead of
leaving pillars of coal to support the roof.
5. Miner, Machine, a general term applied to
workers who are capable of operating one or
more coal mining machines used for drilling,
loading, and undercutting.
4. iuiner, Pick. Uses hand tools to extract coal
in underground working -places: cuts out a
channel under the bottom of the working face of
coal with a pick, working several feet back
(5
into the seam; breaks down coal face with pick;
or, bores holes with an au^er-like drill for
blasting and inserts and sets off explosives in
holes to break coal down; shovels coal into cars
and pushes them to haulage-way.
OTHER TYPES OE MINERS DESCRIBED
IN THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Miner
,
Assistant
2. Miner Boss
3. Miner Company
4. 1 liner Consideration
5. Miner Contract
6. Miner Efficiency
7. Miner Gang
Qo. Miner Helper
9. Miner Hydraulic
10. Miner, Placer
11, Miner Rock
12. Miner
,
Skip
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR inWESTIG^TIOM AND DISCUdolQj i
1. Why is mining considered a dangerous occupation"
What steps have been taken to eliminate much
of its danger?
<4
2. How do living c on-J.it ions of the miners and their
families compare with those of other workers?
5. How important do you consider the mining industry?
4. ":.7hat is the difference between a Placer Miner and
a Goal Miner?
D. SUGG^STJiD PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. List the advantages and disadvantages of mining
as an occupation.
2. On a world outline map locate the coal, iron,
gold, copper, lead, and zinc mines of the world.
3. Prepare a report on a recent article on mining
which you have read in a current magazine or
newspaper,
4. Make a study of America's 100 Major Occupations.
Define the word "Operatives" and list the occupa-
tions in the classification of Operatives.
E. SUGGESTED I^LATEu ..^JUIGS
!• I Went To Pit College . Harriet W« Gilfalien.
i^ew York: The Viking Press. 1954.
s » The Study Of Coal . Chicago: Museum of Science
end Industry, 1933,
c
Occupational Outlook In Mining . Vo cat ional
Trends. 2:12. Peb.1959.
Getting Out The Coal . Frank H. Neeland. New
Mo Graw-Hill Book Co., 1956.
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EP^CLEL C ONSIDERAT ION OE PARTICULAR JOB TTPIJg
7 . RADIO TECIE.ICIaH
A. KEPRESENTATIVS JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Radio Technician. Radio Repairman, repairs
defective radios: tests circuits, tubes, and
other parts, using variuos testing meters and
devices; isolates defects, and either fines
them or replaces defective parts with new- ones;
resolders loose connections. Hay install radios
in automobiles. May install radio aerials.
2. Radio Technician. An Electrical Engineer who
performs technical phases of radio research and
assists in radio experimentation, such as study
of relation of v/eather and elements to sound
effects and television,
B. OTHER TYPES OE RADIO JOBS DESCRIBE^
IN THE DICTIOI^RY OE OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Radio Announcer
2. Radio-Chassis Aliner
3. Radio Dispatcher
4. Radio-Division captain
5. Radio-Division Lieutenant
i
ee
6. Radio Engineer
7. Radio-Equipment Assembler, Special
8. Radio, Installer, Automobile
9. Radio, Operator
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS EQR :uR.E5TIC-ATI0R AND DISCUSSIOR
1, Are there great numbers of people empl03red as
radio technicians? Is the job of radio technician
a good paying one?
2. Is there more than one type of radio technician?
If so, describe their v/ork. Use the Dictionary
Of Occupational Titles to gather your information.
3, Is the field of radio v/ork a growing one with
many good posibilities or is it an old declining
one to be avoided?
4. What is the proper class ification of Radio Jobs
according to the Dictionary Of Occupational Title s
SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Construct a model radio as a class project.
2. Hake a study of the v/ork of the Eederal Commun-
ications Commission.
3. ..rrange to attend a radio broadcast and pay par-
ticular attention to the workers about the studio.
e
4. Interview a radio technician and secure informa-
tion from him about his training and work«
STJC-GESTED RELATED RE.RDDRGS
1. Radio Service . Louisville, Ky. : National Youth
Administration, 1938.
2. Occupations In Radio . Kenneth G-. Bartlett and
Douglas W. Miller, Chicago, Science Research
Associates. 1940. 48p.
3. Stand By Ror The Ladies . Ruth Adams Knight. Rev*
Rork, Cov/ard-ilcOann. 1938. 179p.
4. The Radio Engineering Handbook . Keith Renney. E&w,
York: McGraw-Hill. 1935. Solp.
c
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION Off BARTICDLAg JOB TITLE
8. 10,11) BUILDER
A. ..: ,?.,E3..NT^TIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Laborer, Highway. A class if ica.tion title for
jobs in this industry that are concerned with
the clearing of the right-of-way through which
roads will pass; the grading and preparation of
the subgrade; the preparation and laying of the
road surface, which may be of asphalt, brick,
concrete, tamped dirt, gravel, macadam, stone,
or wood block; and the installation of stone or
concrete curbing and guard rails. I.Iany of the
laboring jobs in highway construction are not
full time, the size of the project and organ-
ization of work determining whether a worker
spends all of his time at one job, or is trans-
ferred from job to job as the project progresses
t owards complet ion
.
2. Laborer, ^.oad. a Laborer. Performs general
manual duties of lesser skill on road construc-
tion project, such as spreading gravel, driving
stakes, loading and unloading trucks, and digg-
ing post holes*

5. Cement Fifnisher, Highways and Streets. Levels
fresh concrete road or sidewalk: surface to de-
sired grade and contour by pushing and pulling
screed or template over the surface, and smoothes
with a float or straightedge; removes marks with
a brush or by pulling a canvas belt or burlap
strip across surface.
QTHER T¥P_;S OF ROAD V/ORNERS DESCRIBED
IN TE5 DICTIONARY OF OOCUPAi'IOILFL TITLES
1. Asphalt-Plant Man
2. Brick Cleaner
3. Burlap Man
4. Cement Handler
5. Clay-Spade Man
6. crushed-Stone Grader
7. Paving Breaker Operator
8. Sand and Gravel ".heeler
SUGGESTED CUESTIONS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
1. What is meant by saying that road building is a
seasonal occupation? Nov/ does this affect the
income of a road worker?
2. What is the work of a Civil Engineer? Now might
you become one?
i«
3. How would you define the following terms: laborer,
and "white collar" worker?
4. Row physically z'it must you be to be a road work-
er? \7hy?
DT. SUGGESTED PUPIL AOTTvTT JES
1. Clip from the newspaper future road plans for
your community or state.
2. Send to the Engineering College nearest your
school for a catalogue to be studied and circu-
lated throughout the class.
3. Using the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles ,
list and describe the work of the various types
of engineers there are.
4. Using the Diet ionary Of Oc cupat ional T it le
s
, f ind
and copy the description of the work of the
following: Laborer, Highway; and Cement Finisher
Highways and Streets.
E. SUGGESTED HELPED READINGS
1« The Unskilled Worker • Louis Eisman. Chicago:
Science Research Associates. 1940.
2. Highway Jobs. R.E. Royall. Chicago: Science
Research Associates. 1939. 48r>.
66
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3. Wages And Hour s In Street And Road Construction
,
1956. Monthly Labor Review 47:1380-87. 1936.
4. Highway Design And Construction. Arthur Garfield
Bruce. 8cranton: International Textbook Co.,
1937 (second edition). 628p.

SPECIAL CONSPIRATION OF BARTICULAR J" 03 TITLE
9. SAILOR
A. Rg^g^^IVE JOB HESCR IPT IQMS
1. Sailor. A classification title for enlisted
personnel of the United States Navy "below the
rank of ensign.
2. Sailor. A general term applied to an unlicens-
ed member of a ship's crew, independent of rat-
ing held.
3. OTHER OF BRANCHES OF U.S. ARHSD FORCES DE-
SCRIBED IN THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Coast G-uardsman
2. Marine
3. Soldier
C . SUGGESTED vANESTIONS ±'0R XNvESTIG^TIOIj AND DISCUSSION
1. What opportunities are ther for American youth
in the United States Navy and the Llerchant
Marine?
2. Nov/ does the pay of a sailor compare with that
of a civilian? How do their living expenses
comnare?
G8

3. What skilled and unskilled occupations are
carried on in a large Navy Yard?
4. Wnat is meant by a Protective Service Occupa-
tion?
SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Go to your nearest Navy Recruiting Station and
gather material on life in the Nav
.
2. Describe the work of a Sailor, Soldier, Marine,
and Coast Guardsman.
3. Send to your Congressman about appointments to
..nnapolis.
4. Using the Dictionary Of Gccupat ional Titles
,
outline and study the four major types of Ser-
vice Occupations,
SUGGESTED RELATED READINGS
1. lie's In The Navy Nov/ . John T. Tuthill, Jr. New
York: Robert M. McBride and Co., 1941.
2. The Navy In Rev lev: . Curtis L. Erickson. New
York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1941.
5« How To Get A Job On A ship . E. E. Tyarks. New
York: Harian Publications. 1959. 2nd ed. revis
ed and enlarged. 64p.
4. V/hy Boys Don't Go To Sea . William McEee. Yale
Review 28; 749. Summer, 1939.

SPECIAL C 0L78IDE • iaT IOK OF PAP/TICULAR JOB TITLE
10. TELEPHONE OPEHATO^
A. EE
?
l :EoENTi-TXVE J OB DESCllIPTIOKo
1. Telephone Operator, Operates a cordless tel-
ephone switchboard to relay to zhe different
phones in the establishment
,
incoming and inter-
office calls and make connections with outside
lines for outgoing calls: manipulates switch
keys to receive incoming calls and to ring
phones.
2. Telephone Operator. Performs same duties as
outlined in Telephone Operator described above
ezcept switchboard is equipped with cords and
connections are made by plugging in jacks in
holes or slots on the switchboard. May supply
information to callers or take messages over the
phone. I.Iay keep record of number of calls made,
toll charges, and other pertinent information.
May perform a wide variety of clerical duties,
such as proofreading, typing, and sorting mail
when not engaged in handling calls. May operatd
an auto-call, a device that controls a system oi
bells or buszers throughout an establishment
70
I
which calls various company officials to the
phone
.
3. Telephone Operator, Aoom Service. An operator
who receives orders from guests for food or bev-
erages to be served in their rooms; quotes menu
items and prices; writes orders on room service
slips and gives them to waiter ,Room Service for
execution*
OTHER TYPES OF pggjgjQlgE WOEUmg DESCRIBED
3H TK5 DICTIOifeBY OF OCCUPATION il TITLES
1. Telephone Inspector
2. Telephone Installer
5, Telephone-Switchboard Repairman
4. Telephone-Pole and Piling Cutter
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR ETOSTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
1. What are the personal and educational qualifica-
tions for a telephone operator?
2. What do you know of the chances for advancement
for a telephone operator? What about pay and
working hours?
3. What opportunities are there for men in the
telephone service?

4# What does the name Bell mean to you? What do
you know of the life and work of Alexander G.
Bell?
suggesiw hjpil activities
1. Visit your local telephone office and plant. Pay
particular attention to the workers and what thej
are doing.
2. Hake a study of the principles involved in the
working of the telephone.
3. Write a composition on The Yuture Of The Tel-
ephone .
4. Using the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles,
find and copy the description of the work of the
following: Telephone Inspector, Telephone In-
staller, and Telephone-Switchboard Repairman.
RELATED RgAJBjUS
1. Number Please ? Your future, ..pril 19, 1939.
2 « nrork And Opportunity In The Bell System. New
York: .American Telephone and Telegraph Co., 1941,
5. Washington Operator . E, '..ilson. Saturday Evening
Post, April 17, 1943 issue, pa.
:
;e 14.
The Bell system Mgets Its G-roatest Test . New
York: Bell Telephone quarterly. October, 1938.
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CHAPTER D7
THE DEVELOPI.IENT Of TBIIT TWO
TEACHING- OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
THROtJGE THE STUDY OF
NEW ENGLAND
KEY TO GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS USED IN CHAPTER I?
The following textbooks have "been selected for this part-
icular unit because they were found to be in common use in many
Junior High Schools; are recent publications; and, are standard
works by established authors.
A. J.G-. Meyer, and O.S. Hamer, The New World And Its Growth.
Chicago: Follet Publishing Company, 1941.
B. G.R. Bodley, and E.L. Thurston, North America and South
America. New York: Iroquois Publishing Company , Inc.
,
1941.
C. DeF. Stull, and R.W. Hatch, Journeys Through North America.
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1941.
D. E. Huntington, C.B. Benson, F.M. McMurry, Living Geography.
Book Two, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1935,
E. R.E. Dodge, and S.E. Lackey, Advanced Geography. New York:
Rand McNally and Company, 1929.
F. W.W. Atwood, and 11. G. Thomas, The Americas. Boston: Ginn
and Company, 1954.

JOBS AND QCCURAT
M
Fgl^S MTMD CH r jPLjl ,_D
HI TBE OIL-P.-.'J'JRS PIT EEU EI iGLaND IN BOOKS A, B, C, D, B, ^TD E.
These lists of jobs and occupational fields were mentioned
or implied in the chapters on New England in the six Geography
texts used for this particular unit. In these .jobs many of the
workers in Lev; England are employed.
BookA .
Banker or Bank Worker
Bookkeeper
Builder
Buyer
Captain
Carpenter
City Employee
Clerk
Commerce
Doctor
Explorer
Factory Worker
Farmer
Fisherman
Fur Trader
Governor
Housing and Feeding Tourists

Lawyer
Lumbering
I/lanufactur ing
Merchant
Mil itary Commender
Minister
Professor
Quarrying
Railroad Employee
Salesman
Schoolmaster
Shipbuilding
Shipper
Shoemaker
Spinner
Teacher
Town Officer
Trapper
Weaver
Book B .
Cobbler
Commerce
Dairying
Entertaining and Housing Visitors
factory Worker

Farmer
Fisherman
Lumbering
Hanufactur ing
quarrying
Railroad Buildin
Shipbuilding
whaling
Book G.
Cobbler
explorer
Farmer
Fish Canning
Fishing
Forestry
Manufacturing
quarrying
Savjmill Worker
Shipbuilding
Shipping
Book D.
Author
Barber
Butcher

Clerk
Commerce
Conductor
Doctor
Dry G-oods Han
Engineer
i'armer
Pireman
Pisherman
Grocer
Hardwareman
Hotel Employee
Judge
Lawyer
Lumberman
Manufacturing
Merchant
Miner
Poet
policeman
Pr int ing
Servant
Shoemaking
Teacher
Ticket. Agent
Truckman
•
Book E,
Author
Boat Building
Dairying
factory Laborer
Farming
Fishing
Hotel Worker
Leather Tanning
Lumbering
I.iamufactur ing
Mill Laborer
Paper Making
quarrying
Book Fg
Cranberry Growing
Farmer
Fisherman
Garage ./orker
Grocer
Hotel Worker
Lumbering
Manufactur ing
Hestaurant Worker

CLASS lb' ICaTIOH 0? dOBS AND OCCUPATIONAL I 1 ELDS
IMCTTOjED m TH2 STUDY OF
ACCORDING TO MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUPS AND DIVISIONS
To be most meaningful to both teachers and pupils, the
occupational titles listeo. in the preceding pages should be
grouped according to some functional classification. The
classification selected is that utilized in the Dictionary of
Occupat iona.1 Titles , and is one that is commended for use in
vocational guidance becaoise of the realistic grouping of occupa
tions according to levels of ability, and similarity of job re-
quirements.
The occupational titles discovered in the six textbooks
considered in this unit have been classified below under the
appropriate headings. By referring to the definitions of each
heading included in i.ppendix D and to the Dictionary itself,
the teacher and pupil will have little difficulty in classify-
ing in a sim ilar fashion titles found in other units in
geography. Practice in classifying occupations in itself will
contribute much to youths 1 occupational information background.
It might be well to state here that the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles treats specific job titles only and not
•
occupational areas. In the following classification both job
titles and occupational areas have been included in the same
outline in order to make the classification complete for the
purpose of this paper. The job titles have been classified
according to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles
, while the
author classified the areas after studying the classification
of jobs within the occupational area in question.
1. Professional and I.Canap;erial Occupations .
A. Professional Occupations .
Author
Doctor
Engineer
Explorer
Judge
Lawyer
Minister
Poet
Professor
*
Schoolmaster
Teacher
B. Semi Professional Occupations . (none
C. r.iaiiar;epial and Official Occupations
Buyer
City Employee
Governor
Ship Captain
Town Officer
Clerical and Sales Occupations .
A. Clerical and Kindred Occupations *
Bookkeeper
Clerk
Shipper
Ticket Agent
B. Sales and Kindred Occupations.
Dry G-oods Man
Grocer
Har&wareman
Merchant
Salesman

Service Occupations ,
A. Domestic Service Occupations , (none)
B, Personal Service Occupations .
Barber
Hotel Worker
Housing and Feeding Tourists
Restaurant Worker
Servant
C • Protective Service Occupations
.
Fireman
Military Commander
Policeman
Sailor
D • Builclinr; Service Workers and Porters . ( none
)
Agricultural, I'isliery, rorestr?/", and Kindred Occupations .
A. Agricultural, Horticultural, and Kindred Occupations.
Cranberry Growing
Dairying
Farmer
Farming
r
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3. Fishery Occupations.
Fisherman
Fishing
..haling
G • Forestry (except Logging) and Hunting and Trapping Occ-
upat ions
•
Forestry
Trapper
5, Skilled, Serai Skilled, and Unskilled Occupations,
A. Skilled.
Boat Building
Builder
Butcher
Carpenter
Commerce
Conductor
Factory worker
Garage Worker
Leather Tanning
Lumbering
Lumberman
.
riner
Paper taking

Print ing
quarrying
Railroad Building
Railroad Employee
fiawm-n i worker
Shipbuilding
Shipping
Shoemaking
Spinner
Truckman
.eaver
B. Serai Skilled .
Boat Building
Builder
Commerce
Factory Worker
Fish Canning
Garage Worker
Leather Tanning
Lumbering
Lumberman
: anufacturing
Mill Laborer
Miner
Paper LJaking
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Print ins
Quarrying
Railroad Building
Railroad. Etttployee
Sawmill worker
Shipbuilding
Shipping
Shoemaking
Truckman
G • Unskilled.
Boat Building
Builder
Cobbler
Commerce
Faetory Worker
Fish Canning
Garage Worker
Leather Tanning
Lumbering
Lumberman
Ilanufacturing
Mill Laborer
Paper Making
Print ing
Quarrying

Railroad Building
Railroad Employee
Sawmill worker
Shipbuilding
Shipping
Shoemaking
tm
AMERICA'S IliijOR OCCUPATIONS
These hundred occupations are listed frora Occupational
Outlines of America's lie;] or Occupations . It is in these part-
icular jobs that seventy five percent of all the workers in
America are employed. It is very important in presenting occ-
upational information to students that they receive complete
instruction concerning these hundred major occupations, be-
cause it is quite probable that the majority of the students
will eventually find their way into these very same jobs.
In the development of the unit to follow, ten jobs have
been given special consideration. These ten jobs were chosen
first because they were mentioned in the six Geography text-
books used in the development of this unit. The same ten jobs
were selected rather than any other group of jobs because they
were found also to be among America's hundred major occupation
Since today's C-eography textbooks are not written with any pur
poseof correlating occupational information with the subject
matter, the jobs mentioned in these C-eography textbooks may-
or may not fall into the category of America's hundred major
occupations. This fact has necessarily limited and influenced
the number and choice of jobs to be elaborated upon in the
following page s
•
Each of the ten jobs given special consideration has
been treated in the following manner: j?rom the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles, a few representative job descriptions of
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people who do work in the sane field have been presented in
order to provide the teacher with material to be used to broad-
en the student's knowledge of that particular field of work.
Also from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, a supplementary
list of jobs in the same field has been included to provide
the teacher with material from which activities that might aid
in imparting occupational information could be developed.
The third major treatment of each job is in the form of several
questions about the job being considered. The questions are
pertinent and geared to the proper student level. Suggested
pupil activities form another part of the procedure in which
the various jobs arc treated. The questions and activities
provide the teacher and pupil with various methods of gathering
important occupational information, as well as directing them t<
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles and Outlines of America's
i
Major Occupations for reference and study. xA list of related
readings has been included for each of the ten job titles to
indicate the kinds of references available as sources of
further occupational information, and to assist the teacher to
guide pupils in locating additional sources of occupational
information on specific occupations.
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AMERJCA^S MAJOR OCCUPATIONS
Prof e s s ional Worker
s
Actors and Showmen
Artists and Art Teachers
Chemists and Metallurgists
Clergymen
College Professors
Dentists
Draft sraen
Editors and Reporters
Engineers, Civil
Engineers, Electrical
Engineers, Mechanical
Jobs in Government
* Lawyers and Judges
Musicians
Photographers
* Physicians and Surgeons
Social Y/orkers
Job title is given special consideration in coming pages

* Teachers
Trained Hurses
.Proprietors
,
i.anagers, and Officials
* Bank Workers
Cattle farming
Dairy farming
Fruit Farming
General Farming
Truck Farming
Filling Station Operators
Real Fstate Agents
Stock Brokers
Clerical and Gales Workers
accountants
agents and Collectors
* bookkeepers and Cashiers
Clerks in Offices
Clothing Store Workers
Commer c ial Trave1er s
Department Store Workers
Drug Store ..orkers
Food Store Workers
Furniture Store Workers
Insurance Agents
r
Messenger and Office uoys
Office Machine Operators
Poste.1 Service
* Salesmen and Saleswomen
Stenographers and Typists
Telegraph Operators
Telephone Operators
Variety Store Torkers
Craftsmen
Auto Mechanics
Aviation Jobs
Bakers
Blacksmiths
Brick and Stone Masons
* Carpenter
Compositors and Typesetters
Electricians
Foreman
General Mechanics
Machinists
Holders and Founders
Painters
Plasterers
Plumbers and Steamfitters
xtadio Jobs
9
* Railroad Y/orkers
Shoemakers
otationar3^ Engineers
Tailors
Tinsmiths
Tool and Die Makers
Operatives
apprentices
Chauffeurs, Truck Drivers, and Deliverymen
Coal Miners
Dressmakers and Seamstresses
Laundry ./orkers
Oil and Gas-". /ell workers
Operatives
Sailors and Deckhands
Stationary Diremen
Street railway Jobs
Telephone and Telegraph Linemen
elders
domestic Service orkers
Household './orkers
Protective Service \ 'orkers
Firemen

* Policeman
Soldiers and. Sailors
Other Serriog ..orkers
Barber
Beautieians and Manicurists
Building Maintenance
Cleaning and Pressing Shop Workers
Cooks
Porters
Practical Nurses
Waiters and Waitresses
Laborers
Farm Laborers
Fishermen and Gystermen
Longshoremen and Stevedores
* Lumber men
Road Building and Repair Y;orkers
Teamsters
Unskilled Laborers
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gEW ENGLAND
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF PiiRT ICUIu'lB JOB TITLE
1. BANKER OR BAM WORKSR
A. K .B^SEI^TATIV^ dQB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Bank Cashier. Acts as executive officer of the
bank, administrating policies formulated by-
board of directors, and personal^ represent-
ing the directorate in transacting the banking
business: approves loans or consults loan
committee: collects debts due bank, buys and
sells collateral, usually in form of commercial
paper; appraises lands, crops, animals, and
business enterprises; manages bank and super-
vises all subordinate officers,
2. Bank-Beposit Clerk, Prepares money orders,
checks and cash to be deposited in the bank:
makes up individual bank deposit slips or a
composite list of all the deposits to be made;
endorses checks and money orders; examines
checks and compares written amount with numer-
ical amount; totals amount of all deposits and
compares total with individual totals received
from other workers
J
corrects errors or informs

other workers to make corrections. May operate
an adding machine.
5. Bank President. A President who exercises gen-
eral supervision over the policies of the bank
and, assisted by other directors and officers,
determines investments and loans, and otherwise
controls the hanking transactions.
OTHER TYPES OP BANK WgRKKftS ^SCRffiED
IN THE DICTIONARY OP OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Bank-Balance and Peport Clerk
2. Bank-Ledger Bookkeeper
5. Bank-Ledger Clerk
4. Bank-Pot e Designer
5. Bank-Peconciliation Clerk
SOGGESTED ;j,TJESTIOI-TS POP IirVPBTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
1. Phat are some of the occupations in the field of
banking? Which one do you think you would like
best? Phy?
2. What do you know of the salaries of bank employee
What about promotions?
3. Axp working conditions in banks favorable or un-
favorable? Describe them fully*
4. Nov.* numerous are bank workers in the United

States? Consult AjgericeJ s -ja;]or Occupations.
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Prom the evening newspaper clip the Stock quota-
tions. Bring your clipping to class for explana-
tion and discussion.
2. Hake a comparison chart on the types of banks in
your town or City,
5. Hake a collection of the advertising material
available in your local banks.
4. Using the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles , copy
the descriptions of the v/ork of the following
bank v/orkers: Bank-Balance and Report Clerk,
Bank-Ledger Bookkeeper, and Bank-hote Designer.
E. SUGGESTED RELATED READIEGS
1 # Do You ,,ant To Become A Banker ? Wilbur F. Crook.
New York: Fredrick A. Stokes Co., 1959. 179p.
2. Six Characteristics Of A Good Teller . Ednond K.
james. Bankers Monthly. Aug*. 1939.
3 . We Employ Only Those .ho Choose Banking ^s A
Career. H. Stone, Bankers Monthly. Dec. 1939.
4. The Promise Of Tomorrov/ . ,/alter E. Meyer and Clay
Coss. ..a.shington, Civic Education Service. 1936
541p.
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PECIAI COHo ID. .RATION 0? PARTICULifl JOB TITLE
2. B001QC5EPSR
A. RBP.L.o. ,,:.:^ry± 103 DESCRIPTIONS
1. General Bookkeeper. Neeps a complete and syst-
ematic set of records of all business trans-
actions of an establishment
,
examining and re-
cording the transactions in proper record books
and on special forms; balances books and com-
piles reports at regular intervals to show the
receipts, expenditures, accounts payable, acc-
ounts receivable, profit or loss, and many other
items pertinent to the operation of a business;
calculates wages of employees from plant records
or time cards, and ma.kes up checks or drawn cash
from bank for payment of wages. May prepare,
type, and mail monthly statements to customers.
May perform other duties, such as taking tel-
ephone orders and making bank deposits. May op-
erate an adding machine.
2. Bookkeeping-Machine-Posting Checker. A checker
who examines cash sheets for errors before they
are balanced; corrects errors wiuh pen and ink,
and makes blurred carbon figures legible.
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3. OTHER TYPBS OF BOOKKEEPERS DESCRIBED
US THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Bookkeeping-i'iiachine Operator
2. Counts Receivable
C. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
1. Is bookkeeping usually done by men or women?
2. Will the bookkeeping you might choose to study
in high school be sufficient to prepare you for
a good job in the business world?
3. :,;hat is the work of a General Bookkeeper?
4« How much of the bookkeeper's work is done by
machine? flow does this help or hinder the opp-
ortunities of a bookkeeper?
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. From the bookkeeping teacher in your school
obtain a problem in bookkeeping to be discussed
and worked out in class with the help of the
bookkeeping teacher if necessary.
2. Interview the bookkeeper in a local department
store or market.
3. Visit an insurance office or some large business
office and make a list of the machines being
used there.

4. Using the code for the classification of jobs
according to Major Occupation Groups and Division;;
as found in the uictionar:/ Of Occupat ional Title s;
locate and classif;/ the bookkeeper. jlIso list
other jobs in the same classification.
SUGGESTED RELATED RgA^gjQg
1. Training For The -Modern office . Edward M* Robin-
son. Hew York: McGraw-Hill . 1959. 543p.
2 . Trends In Bookkeeping Occupations And Bookkeeping
;
Instruction . Thomas M. ! .armion and Didian Gold-
berg. National Business Education Quarterly.
] ay, 1936.
3 • A Ohanging Ivjarket Tor High-School Trained Cleric al
.
.orkers . Florence H. Miller. A. V. A. Journal
and News Bulletin. Ljay,1958.
vt
SPECIAX CONSIDERATION OE P.,. :T"..OUL^i JOB TITLE
3. u— :i
A. KapRESENTATiXI job descriptions
1. Carpenter, Performs general carpentry work in-
volved in the erecting of wooden building
frames, installing interior and exterior trim,
laying floors, building concrete forms, pouring
chutes, wooden scaffolds, and similar work en-
tailing the cutting, shaping, and fastening
together of wood or material, such as fiber-
board, that is treated and used the same as
wood,
2. Carpenter, Building, Insulating. A Carpenter,
Einish who cuts holes in walls, roofs, and floors
to enable placing of insulating material; re-
moves brick, stone, and other materials, and
seals with motar when finished.
3. Carpenter, Inspector. Inspects all woodwork in
streetcars and makes minor repairs: replaces
broken door and window glass; replaces broken or
missing screws which hold seats to frame; taps
floor lightly with a hammer to test the solidity
of the flooring; examines inside woodwork of the

top for signs of top leaking; taps siding of car
with a hammer to determine if any of the siding
lias worked loose "by the jolting of the car in
operation; marks with a piece of chalk, the loca
tion of defective Woodwork when major repairs
are needed; writes an inspection report on the
condition of the woodwork of the car, what re-
pairs were made and whether the car should be
taken into the repair shop for major repairs.
OTBUR TYPFS OF CARPFNTFhS DESCRIBED IN
THE BICTIOHAEY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Carpenter, Acoustical
2. Carpenter
,
Apprentice
3 • Carpenter Bank
4. Carpenter, Boss
5. Carpenter, Bench
6. Carpenter Box
7. Carpenter, Breaker
8. Carpenter, Bridge
9. Carpenter, Car
10. Carpenter, Jock
11. Carpenter, Finish
12. Carpenter Flash
13. Carpenter Floor Sand
14. Carpenter, Foreman
(c
15. Carpenter, Sotel
16. Carpenter
,
House
17. Carpenter Industrial
IS. Carpenter Journeyman
19. Carpenter, Lab or -foreraan
20. Carpenter
,
Locomot ive
21. Carpenter Machine
22. Carpenter, i:e.intenance
25. Carpenter ::iii
24. Carpenter, i..ine
25. Carpenter
,
Mold
26. Carpenter Iiot ion Picture Studio
27. Carpenter, Plasterboard and tailboard Setting
28 • Carpenter, Refrigerator
29. Carpenter Repair
30. Carpenter, Rough
51. Carpenter Shin, le
32. Carpenter
,
Ship
53 • Carpenter Shop
34. Carpenter, Stage
35. Carpenter ourface
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INVESTKJATION AM) DISCUSSION
1. Would 2/~ou advise a boy to go to trade school or t
c
serve as an apprentice to prepare himself for a
job as a carpenter?
2. 'Jhat results of a carpenter's work can you see
in your classroom? In your home?
3. What opportunities are there for a carpenter to
make money outside of his regular job?
4. Does carpentr;/" work require any particular skills
D. SDjGOESgTO PUPIL AOTIVlTgSS
1. Visit a carpenter's shop and report to the class
on what you have seen.
2. 1 or a class exhibit bring any products of your
home or school carpentry work to class.
3. i.rrange for a talk to the class on carpentry as
an occu.pa.tion b2.r the school Shop or I anual
Training teacher.
4. Define the following titles as presented in the
Dictionary Of Occupational Titles : Garpent or
,
apprentice; Carpenter, Industrial; and Carpenter,
Ship.
E« SUGGDST^D R3SUTED RgAgDJGS
1. Carpentry and Joinery \;ork . lieIson L. Burbank.
New York: Siromons-Boardman Publishing Corp., 1940.
103
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2. Audel 1 s Carpenters and Builders Guide* New York:
Tneo. Audel and Co., 1939.
5 • National Standards I-'or Carpentry Apprenticeship .
National Joint Carpentry Apprenticeship Committee
Washington, D. C: Dept. of Labor, 1942.
4, How :-'o '.:ork ,.ith Tools luiCi V;ooci . New Britain,
Conn. : Stanley Tools ,1942.
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SPECIAL G 0i!SIDSRAT ION OR PARTICULAR JOBM
4. DOCTOR
A. RjjPRES^UT^TIV^ J 03 DESCRIPTIONS
1. Doctor of lledicine. A classification title of
persons of recognized experience, educational,
and legal qualifications who are engaged in such
phases of medicine as diagnosing, prescribing
medicines for, and otherwise treating, diseases
and disorders of the human body, and performing
surgery and operations. These persons often
specialize in treating one part of the bod^r, or
one sex, or the corrections of deformities.
2. Doctor of Dentistry. Dentist, A classification
title for persons of recognized education, ex-
perience, or legal qualifications who are en-
gaged in the practice of dentistry, or any phase
of dentistry, such as extraction, filling, clean-
ing, or replacing teeth; performing corrective
work, such as straightening teeth; treating dis-
eased tissue of the gums; performing surgical
operations on jaw or mouth; making and fitting
false teeth. These persons sometimes specialize
in one particular phase of dentistry, or in the
r
caring for teeth of children, or in X-ray anal-
ysis.
3. Doctor, Osteopathic. Osteopath. Heals illness
"by application of mechanical braces, manipulation
of bones, muscles, nerves, and application of
other mechanical remedies to readjust faulty
body structure that he believes is the fault of
the illness; advises patients to avoid habits
that have caused faulty structure of body.
B. 0TK;r> TYPES 0? DOCTORS DESCRIBED
331 TEE DICTIONARY 0? OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Doctor, Herb
2. Doctor, Kaprapathic
3. Doctor, Naturopathic
4. Aurist
5. Cardiologist
6. Dermatologist
7. Gynecologist
8. Laryngo1ogis
t
9. medical Examiner
10. Neurologist
11. Obststrician
12. Oculist
13. Orthopedic Surgeon
r
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14. Physician, Research
15. Proctologist
16. Psychiatrist
17. Public Health Officer
18. Surgeon
C. SUGGESTED QUgjffPIQNg 'FOR INVEST IG-ATION AMD DISCUSSION
1. Do you think that every hoy and girl in your
class could, becorae a doctor? Why yes or no?
2. How long does a man or woman need to study be-
fore becoming a doctor and how much does the
education cost?
3. How many doctors are there in f&wt community?
How many dentists? Do you think there are too
many or too few for the number of people in the
community?
4. What is meant by a professional occupation?
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Writ© a brief biographical sketch of some per-
son engaged in the medical profession. You
may choose a doctor, a dentist, or a nurse.
2. List the duties of your school nurse and
school doctor

3. Hake a study of the Welfare and Charitable assoc-
iations in your community and report on the med-
ical work done by these associations.
4. List as many types of doctors as you can and then
write a detailed description of the work of two
of them. Use the Dictionary Of Occupational
Titles to f-;ather information .
SUGGESTED RELATED READIEGS
1. nodical Occupations For Boys . Lee M« Klinefelter.
New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc., 1933.
2. Do You want To Become A Doctor ? Morris Eishbein,
M. D. New York: Fredrick A. Stokes, 1959.
3 » Eedical Occupat ions Eor Girls . Lee M. Klinefelter
New York: E. P. Dutton and Co., 1939.
4. Careers In Public Health . Adrian G. Gould, M. D.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, 194-3.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF PARTICULAR JOB TITLE
5. LAWYER
A. REPRESENTATIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Lawyer. A classification title for persons of
recognized educational, experience, and legal
qualifications who are engaged in such phases
of lav: as conducting criminal or civil lav/
suits, drawing up legal documents, or searching
proper titles.
2. Lawyer, Civil. A Lawyer. Specializes in li-
tigation, such as damage suits and breach of
contract suits: prepares and draws up deeds,
leases, Wills,, mortgages, and contracts; acts
as a trustee or guardian or executor of an es-
tate, when necessary.
5. Lawyer, Criminal. A Lawyer* Specializes in
law cases dealing with offenses against society
or the state, such as theft, murder, and arson:
interviews clients and witnesses to ascertain
facts of the case; correlates findings and pre-
pares case; defends client on charges made
against him; conducts the trial, exsjaining and
cross-examining witnesses; summarizes case and

makes diplomatic closing to jury.
OTHER TYPES OF LAWMte ^SOR^gD
BT THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Lav/yer, Admiralty
2 • Lav/yer , Corporat ion
5. Lav/yer, Patent
4. Lav/yer, Real Estate
5. Lav/yer, Tort
suggested Motions for investigation amp discussion
1., '..'hat is the v/ork of a Civil Lav/yer? Of a Crimina
Larger?
2. Hov; does a lav/yer establish himself in a small
tov/n? In a large cit3r?
5. How many vromen lawyers are there in your town or
city? Hov/ successful are they?
4. VJhat professional occupations other than Lav- are
you particularly interested in? Why?
SUGGESTED PURlL ACTIVITIES
1. Read the lives of four American statesmen or pol-
itical office holders and report on hov/ many of
them have been lav/yers.
2. Arrange for a visit to the Courthouse in your
county or district.
«1
3. Interview a lawyer and secure information about
his education and work.
4. Study the work of a Corporation Lawyer and repor
on the importance of his work to the business
world.
SUGGESTED RELATED RgADIMGg
1. Lawyers And The Promotion Of Justice . Esther
Lucille Brown- New York: Russell 8age found-
ation. 1958. 302p.
3. The Promise Of Tomorrow. Walter _.. Meyer and
Clay Coss. Washington, Civic Education Service*
1938. 533p.
3. Vocations ..or .-iris . Mary Rebecca Lingeirfelter
and Harry Dexter Kit son. New York: liarcourt,
Brace and Co., 1939. 358p.
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATION OF PJffiTICtlLAR 303 TITLE
6. LUMBERMAN
A. REPRESENTATIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1« Lumberman. A general term used to designate a
person wHo is engaged in logging operations as
an operator or owner.
2. Lumber jack, A general term used to designate
anyone engaged in logging operations in a logg-
ing camp.
B. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSIOI
1. How dependent is tne carpenter upon the lumber-
man?
2* How many persons are engaged in logging and
lumbering? In what sections of the country are
these occupations carried on?
3. Does your state have a Department of Forestry?
If so, how many persons are employed in the
Department and what kind of work do they do?
C. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1, Name as many products of American forests as
yon can.

2, List the advantages and disadvantages of forest-
ry as a profession.
3, Write a composition on Life In A Lumber Camp .
4, Place in three columns the various jobs in
lumbering that require skilled, semi skilled,
and unskilled workers.
RELATED HEADINGS
1. Care ers In forestry . Charles N. Elliott. Chicaco
Science Research Associates, 1941.
2. Lumber ,j ack B ill . S. Tousey. Boston: Houghton
MiffliU Co., 1943.
3. Timber I dames Stevens. Evanston, 111.: Roy;,
Peterson and Co., 1942.
4» V/ildlife Refuges . Ira N. Gabriels on. New York:
Macmillan, 1943,

SPECIAL G PITS IDEIiAT ION Off gABT ICUL; ffi JOB TgM
7. POLICEHAbT
A. REg^^MATJVl JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1« Policeman. A classification title applied to
members of the uniformed police force, whose
rank is inferior to that of Police Sergeant.
2. Patrolman. A Policeman, Patrols the streets
of a regularly assigned beat to prevent crime
and disturbance of the peace, and to arrest
those engaged in activities of a criminal nature
examines and becomes familiar with every part of
his beat and with the persons who live in it
;
reports all obstructions in street and other
nuisances that endanger the safety of the public
notes suspicious characters and establishments
on his beat and reports to superior officer; per
forms any service to public at large that is in
keeping with his general police duties; estab-
lishes fire lines in cases of fires on his beat;
performs other duties assigned to him by super-
ior officer.
( *
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3. Policewoman. Patrols the streets of a munici-
pality and investigates public places and recre-
ational facilities to protect the morals of
female persons and juveniles; investigates cases
of juvenile delinquency to determine the reasons
Underlying their delinquency and submits report
to the Juvenile-Court liagistrate ; looks for and
takes into custody delinquent or neglected
children.
4. - Police Sergeant, Hadio Patrol; A Police Officer.
Cruises about the territory of his post in a
radio-equipped motor vehicle to supervise the
Radio-Patrol SfeH in the performance of their
duties; assumes responsibility of the motor
vehicle assigned to him; reports infractions of
rules by members of radio patrol; answers calls
for the cars within his district unless they are
of minor nature; performs other duties necessary
to maintain the efficient operation of the radio
patrol.
B. OTHER TYPES OP POLICE:«[ ^SCRTOED IN
TE5 DICTIONARY OP OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Accident-Prevention-Squad Patrolman
o
2. Dance-Ball Inspector
5. Harbor-Patrol Operator
4. Homicide-Squad Patrolman
5. Motocycle Patrolman
6. Mounted Policeman
7. Patrol Conductor
8. Pool-Hall Inspector
9. Radio-Patrol Man
10. Traffic Patrolman
11. Vice-Squad Patrolman
12. Wagon Patrolman
15. Police Captain
14. Police Chief
15. Police Commissioner
16. Police Lieutenant
17. Police Sergeant
SDgGESTgD -JI^STIONS ffOR BTViCSTIGAT 101-7 AM) DISCUSSION
1, "..'liy is a policeman's job considered a good one
particularly in time of depression?
2. What are some of the duties of the ordinary
patrolman? Do you know the policeman who patrol
your neighborhood?
5. To become a policeman in your town or city is it
necessary to take a Civil Service examination1? If
not, how does one qualify for the job?
i
4. Thy is a policeman classified as a Protective
Service worker? Can you name other Protective
Service workers?
SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Make a study of your town or city police force
and then write a short paper on the number of
men on the force and their respective rank.
2. Investigate the work of the Border Patrol.
3. Interview a member of the Junior Police and learn
about its organization and work.
4. Study the work of a policewoman and then describe
the type of woman you think would qualify for the
job.
SUGGESTED HELPED READERS
1. Jobs On The Eorce . Vocational Trends 3:12-13.
June, 1939.
2. Llodern Police Work* James J. Skehan. Brooklyn,
Basuino. 1939. 657p.
5. The Policewoman's Handbook . Eleanore L. Hutzel.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1933. 303p.
4, Training For The Police Service . 0. D. Adams.
.ashincton, U. S. Office Of Education. 1938. 84p.

SPBCIAX CONSIDERATIO OF EARTICULAg JOB TITLE
8. RAILROAD ./ORKER OR aiffLOY-fflE
A. REPRESENTATIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Railroad-Gar Inspector. Inspects railroad cars
and tags them for needed repairs: inspects car
roof's, ice hatches, brake beams, brakes, doors,
floors, couplings, wheels and journal boxes
with lubricant; writes and submits reports on
condition of each car.
S. Railroad-Oar Loader. A Laborer. A Chute
Puller who loads railroad cars from a chute or
tripple at the surface.
3. Railroad Foreman, a classification title for
jobs listed under Eoroman, concerned with the
excavation and grading of railroad right-of-way
the installation of masonary or pipe culverts,
the laying of ties and rails, the ballasting
of the track, and other related construction
work.
B. OTHER TYPES 0? RAILROAD WORKERS DESCRIBED
IN THE DICTIONARY OP OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Railman
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2, Railroad- Car Checker
5. Railroad- Car Cleaner
4. Railroad-Car Shifter
5. Railroad-Car Trinner
6* Railroad-Crane Operator
7 # Railroad-Operator
3. Railroad Wheels and Axle Inspector
C. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR BnTESTIGATION AND DISCUSS IQH
1. How many people in the United States are employed
by railroad and bus companies?
2. What is meant "by the term seniority? How does a
seniority system apply to promotions in railroad
occupations?
3. What opportunities with local transportation
companies are available to your older sisters
and brothers?
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. Have a student committee make a report on what
strong labor unions have done for the railroad
worker
•
2. Collect railroad time tables of railroads serving
your community. Post time tables on the bulletin
board.

3. Define the word craftsman and explain its re-
lationship to railroad workers*
4. Make a poster on the contribution of the rail-
roads during wartime*
SUGGESTED PJZLA-TaD RjIADH'TG-S
Your Career In Transportat ion. Norman V. Carlisl
New York: E. P. Button and Co., 1942.
2. hull Speed Ahead . Marif Deems. Independent
TJoman, December, 1942, p. 360.
5. The ..h.hinr; Of A Railway Officer. Fcailv/ay Age,
June, 1939, p. 1026.
-• Eg ilroad . .Orher
s
. Alice V. Xeliher ,hditor
.
hew York: Harper and Bros., 1941.
•
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CQiTSID-mTIQIT 0? EARTICULAB JOB TIT3VB
9. SAl^m
a. ^jR^SENTATIVjJ JOB uaoOaiPTIONS
1, Salesraan, General, Solicits customers, frequent
ly outside the store, to demonstrate and sell
merchandise, such as automobiles, radios, re-
frigerators, and washing machines, the selling
of which requires no special knowledge or tech-
nique not obtainable from a short training
course; usually specializes in one commodity
or related groups of commodities.
2, Salesman, foodstuffs. Sells foodstuffs, such as
bakery products, candy, and confectionery, cannep.
goods, coffee, tea, spices, dairsr products, eggs
poultry, fruit, vegetables, meats, and seafoods,
performing duties as described under Salesman,
i hole sale.
3, Salesman, House-to-House, Goes from house to
house selling notions and other inexpensive
merchandise; talks to customer and attempts
to convince him of desirability of merchandise,
demonstrating the article if possible, ..orks
without a list of "prospective customers and
r
without making appointments.
OTIESR TXPES Di? SALESMEN DESCRIBED
IN TEE DICTHDHART 0? OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Salesman
,
Advertising
2. Salesman
,
Amusement and Sporting Goods
5. Salesman
,
Beverages
4. Salesman
,
Chemical and Drugs
5. Salesman
,
Construction ijachinery
6. Salesman
,
Dental and Medical Equipment
7. Salesman , Education Courses
8. Salesman
,
Fuel
9. Salesman
,
Hotel and Restaurant Equipment
10. Salesman
,
Housefurnishings
11. Salesman , Insurance
12. Salesman
,
Leather Goods
13. Salesman , Motor Vehicles and Supplies
14. Salesman
,
Office Machinery
lo. Salesman
,
Printing
16. Salesman ,Real Estate
17. Salesman
,
Retail
18. Salesman,
,
School Equipment and Supplies
rc
C. SUG-G-BSTED QUESTIONS FOR HTVUSTIGATION AHD DISCUSS I P!
1. What is meant by working on a commission
basis?
2. Why may it be said that selling is the most
important function of business? Do you agree?
5, How important is ''personality" in the art of
selling?
4. How many types of salesmen can you name? Which
ones have you done business with?
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1.
2.
3.
A.
Identify the follov.ring successful businessmen:
Robert Hervey Cabell and Clarence Francis*
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of
selling as an occupation.
Write a composition on Why I Would ^Uze To Be
In Business Eor Itself.
Make a comparison chart on the work of the
following: Salesman, .Retail; Salesman, Whole
sale. Use the Dictionary Pf Pccu'oational
Titles.
SUGGESTED RELATED READIHG-S
1. Selling . Earl G-. Blackstone, Claude C. Crawford
Eltinge Grennell, Boston: D. C. Heath and Co.,
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1944.
2. .: -ov/ To Be A Top-Pliant Salesman . George B.
| Spencer. New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1940,
3. Problems In Merchandise Distribution . Malcolm P.
IIcNair, Edmund P. Learned, Stanley P. Teele, New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1942.
4. Vocations For Girls . I.Iary Rebecca Lingenfelter
and Harry Dexter Hit son. Hew York: Harcourt,
Brace, 1939.

SOCIAL GONSg^ATIOg Off gARTICULAR JOB TITLE
10. TEACHER
A. REPRESENTATIVE JOB DESCRIPTIONS
1. Teacher. A general term applied to a worker
who instructs students, usually in an education-]
al institution. Teachers in specialized type
of school (high school or greanmar school) who
teach specialized groups should be classified
according to subject or group taught, teachers
in specialized type of school who teach acaderaicj
subjects or specialized groups should be class-
ified according to type of school.
2. Teacher, Grade or Grammar School. Instructs
pupils of grade or grammar schools in rural
or urban communities: \7orks up teaching outline
keeps various class attendance books and re-
cords; assigns and hears lessons; lectures on
subjects relative to lessons. Iviay be specif-
ically designated according to grade taught, as
fourth-grade teacher, fifth-grade teacher.
3. Teacher, High School. Teaches pupils in church
private, or public high school (secondary
125
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schools), usually specializing in one or several
subjects, such as English, mathematics, or Latin,
and is required to have more academic training
thai.; Teacher, Grade School.
4. Teacher, Elocution. Teaches the technique of x
public speaking and reading by instructing in
enunciation of words, intonation, gestures, and
other graces of the voice and of delivery*
OTHER TYPES OF TEACHERS DESCRIBED
33f THE DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES
1. Teacher
,
Agriculture
2. Teacher, Amer i canizat ion
5. Teacher Art
4. Teacher Ballroom Dancing
5. Teacher Bible
6. Teacher Blind
7. Teacher College or University
8. Teacher, Cooking
9. Teacher Deaf
10. Teacher Drama
11. Teacher English
12. Teacher Home Economics
15. Teacher Kindergarten
14. Teacher Language

15. Teacher, Mentally Deficient.
16. Teacher, Music
17. Teacher, Nursery School
IS, Teacher, Physical Education
19. Teacher, Piano
20. Teacher, Private
21. Teacher, Rural School
22. Teacher, Vocational School
C. SUGGESTED QUESTIONS FOR INVESTIGATION AND DISCUSSION
1. How many different kinds of teachers are there?
Make your classifications according to subjects
taught or type of school.
2. What preparation should a teacher have for her
chosen occupation? What personal qualifications
5. Is teaching a man's or a Woman's profession?
Or both? Explain their respective place in the
profession.
D. SUGGESTED PUPIL ACTIVITIES
1. One pupil as a class representative send to the
Teachers' College or Colleges in your state for
catalogues to be circulated throughout the
classroom.
Write a composition on IJy Favorite Teacher or
An Ideal Teacher.
2.
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3. Pretend that you are taking the place of your
teacher and outline a lesson on Teaching As -^n
Occupation,
4. Using the Dictionary Of Occupational Titles
,
describe the work of the following: Teacher,
Mentally Deficient; Teacher , Kindergarten; and
Teacher, Vocational School.
ggOggggg RELATED HEADINGS
1. So You're Going To Teach . iCva Knox Kvans.
Chicago: Julius Rosenwald fund, 1945,
2. Teaching Is A Kan's Job . Edwin A. Lee. Home-
wood, 111.: Phi Delta Kappa, 1959.
3. Vocations Tor Girls . Mary Rebecca Lingenfelter
and Earry Dexter Kit son. New York: Earcourt,
Brace, and Co., 1959.
4. 'eacliing As A Career. Cyril u. Eoule. Chicago,
111.: .Science Research Associates, 1944.
•
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APPENDIX
-i
GEOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS
A. AVIATOR
1. What are the four major means of transportation
throughout the civilized world?
2. What measures have been taken in an effort to make
airplane transportation safe?
3. What part does the airplane play in transportation
or how does it serve us?
B. E^MER
1, ..'hat are the chief agricultural exports of the United
States? What areas of the United States produce them and
what centers of the world import them?
2, How are climate and natural resources related to the
development of foreign commerce?
3, What factors make it necessary for the United States
to import some of the sugar she needs?
C ,j , ISHT'IRJvM
1, How did the early fishing industry lead to trade?
2. Why are the shores of Northeastern Asia, Northeastern
North America j and Northwestera, Europe three of the most imp-
ortant fishing regions of the world?

3. W&at countries import most of our canned fish?
1 # Under normal conditions how long does it take for a
letter to go from Boston to Chicago, Philadelphia to Los Angeles-
and Washington D.C. to London? If you use airmail how much
difference in traveling time will there he?
2. Haw lias the development of V-I,iail enabled man to over-
come great distances in short periods of time?
3. How can you improve your knowledge of geography
through stamp collecting?
E. LULL WOIMR
1. Uhy were the cities of Lowell, Laurence, and Haverhill
in Massachusetts ; and Manchester in New Hampshire early recog-
nized as excellent mill locations?
2. What amount of raw materials used in our mills is
imported?
3. wliat similar mill products do Japan and Great Britain
send to the markets of the united States?
P. NmtSR
1. Y/hat mineral resources can be found in the United
States?
2. What countries are our best customers for raw iron and
steel m-oducts?

3. Why is it necessary for the United Stages to import
such large quantities of tin? Where does the United States
get the supply she needs?
1. How has the radio helped us to know and understand
the people of other lands?
2. Sow does the radio aid the ship at sea and the plane
in air to avoid physical harm?
3. What radio programs do you listen to which help you
in your study of geography?
II. ROAD BUILDER
1. How important is a system of modern roads and turn-
pikes in the military defense plans of a nation?
2. How does a network of good roads help to bring pros-
perity to a city?
3. What obstacles of nature have to "be overcome in the
construction of roads?
I. Si-ILQR
1. Before the War what percentage of the foreign trade
of the UnitedStates was carried inships owned and manned by
-uiiericans?

2. What geographical factors have made some nations
leaders on the seas and others only second rate sea powers?
5. How do modern means of communication, such as the
radio-telephone, insure the safe and swift transportation
of men and goods at sea?
J. TEIMFHmE QEEgjATOR
1. From v:hat countries do the vital metals and materials
that so into the construction of telephone equipment come?
2. What part does the telephone play in trade and trans-
portation?
3. What might happen if all electrical communication
systems were suddenly to cease operating?

APPENDIX B.

K3W BNG-LAND
GEOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS
A. BANKER OR BANK l;ORKErl
1 # What part do New England bankers play in promoting
business in New England?
2. In what cities are the largest New England banks
located? Way are they so located?
3, How does New England's fine telephone system aid the
work of Her; England banks?
B. BOOIQG-jEPER
1. What New England industries or businesses can you name
which require the services of several bookkeepers?
2. What New England cities are known as important business
centers?
3. Plow would you describe a typical New England city bus-
ness district?
C. CARPENTER
1. What amount of wood from New England forests is avail-
able to New England carpenters?
2. ..hat proofs are there that the carpenter has played a
major part in the development of New England business and
home life?
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D. DOCTOR
1. Dogs New England provide sufficient medical facilities
for its inhabitants? Support your answer by naming and locating
several noted. New England hostipals.
2 m Where are the recognized Medical Schools of New Eng-
land located?
5. Is New England a healthy place in which to live? V/hy?
E. LA.1TYER
1. New England life always settled around towns. How did
the growth of New England towns come about and how did a lav;yer
fit into the picture?
2 .7/hat famous Lav/ Schools are located in New England?
3, How are New England businesses and industries protectee)
by lawyers?
F. LUMBERMAN
1. V/hy should the forests of New England be preserved?
2. How important is the lumber industry in New England
today compared with early New England days?
3. N'hat do you know of the maple sugar industry? What
New England state is famous for its maple sugar?
G. POLICEMAN
1. Erom 2/our travels through New England or your readings

of New England would you say New England is a well policed
area?
2. How are New England harbors protected by police? Why
is their work so important?
5, How are the forests and playgrounds of New England
protected by State Police?
H. PjiILROAD WOEym OR El.gLOYEE
1. What are the names of the large railroad companies
giving transportation service in New England?
2. Why is railroad transportation important to New Eng-
land?
5. How will the expansion of New England air transport-
ation affect New England railroad transportation?
I. SALESMAN
1. What products of New England manufacturers are sold
in your neighborhood store?
2. If you lived and worked on a large New England farm
what products might you have to sell to "market" or to the pub
lie by means of a roadside stand?
3. How is buying and selling carried on between New Eng-
land department stores and people living in rural New England?
r
j. mem
,
1. Y/hat comparisons can you make between the modern New
England school and the school of early New England days? In-
its location, its course of study, and the teacher's preparation
for her career,
2. Why should New England be proud of its educational
system?
3. What are some of the difficulties faced by rural New
England 2/outh in getting their schooling?
•f
APPENDIX C.
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VOCATIONAL IMFORlaATION FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT*
The World of Work
INFGRMAT ION ABOUT--
1 THE WIDE RANGE 0? OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
The Eighteen Thousand Different Occupations. Different
itiation. Specialization.
2 THE VOCATIONS— , .HAT THEY ARE
Titles. WorJc Patterns. Services • Rendered. Essential
Functions.
3 HOW JOBS ARE RELATED—JOB FAMILIES
Groupings of Occupations, Similarities and Differences
in Work, Training, Services.
4 OCCUPATIONAL LEVELS WITHIN VOCATIONAL GROUPINGS
Work Levels, Differing Requirements and Responsibili-
ties.
5 THE NUMBER OF JOBS AND l/ORKERS IN EACH VOCATION
The Working Population. Numbers Employed. Ratio of
Jobs, Workers, Applicants.
6 JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN VARIOUS GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS
Low Productivity Areas, Surplus Labor Areas. Types of
Jobs in Each Area,
7 VOCATIONAL TRENDS
Vocational Dislocation, Changing Labor Demands in
Different Occupations.
8 ANTICIPATION OP NEW VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
New Opportunities in Tomorrow's World. New Social
Needs and Opportunities.
9 REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE VOCATIONS
Education. Training. Skills. Temperament. Health.
Personality,
10 EARNINGS AND OTHER COMPENSATIONS IN THE VOCATIONS
Earning Schedules. Living Standards. Tenure. Per-
sonal and Social Values.
* Compiled by Dr.Randall B, Hamrick
,
Vo cat i
o
naI Inf ormat ion
Eor The High School Student
,
(Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation
New Haven, Conn,: Yale University, 1941).

SOURCES OF OCCUPATIONAL INFOIll.IA.TION
INFORMATION ABOUT
—
11 INFORMATIOKAL SERVICES OF G-OVEENMEHTAIt AGENCIES
Labor Statistics. Vocational Materials. Employment
Service Bulletins.
12 JmOmSkTIOSAL SERVICES OF OTHER AGENCIES
Magazines. Occupational Outlines. Monographs . Bib-
liographies. Reprints.
13 THE LIBRARY AS A SOURCE OF VOCATIONAL INFORMATION
Directories. Registers. Indexes. Digests. Books.
Magazines. Bulletins.
14 THE RESOURCES AND USES OF VOCATIONAL PERIODICALS
Kinds and Availability. Content. Special Services.
Bibliography.
15 AVAILABLE OCCUPATIONAL MONOGRAPHS AND BULLETINS
Sources. Hinds. Uses. Content, as an Index to Other
Materials.
16 BOOKS ABOUT VOCATIONS
Vocational Fiction and Biography. Description. Trade
Manuals
.
17 RADIO, MOVIE
,
NEWSPAPER, AND MAGAZINE VOCATIONAL MATERIALS
Vocational Series Trade Reports. Vocational Fiction
and Biography.
18 SOURCES OF VOCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE COMMUNITY
Counseling and Placement Services. Community Surveys.
Employment Polls.
19 SECURING INFORMATION THROUGH PERSONAL EXPLORATION
Employer and Employee Interviews. Job Try- Outs, Tours
Travel. Conferences.
20 HOW TO EVALUATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
Freedom From Bias. Comprehensiveness. Objectivity.
Relevancy. Recency.
f
STUDYING specific occupations
HvH'ORIvIkTION ABOUT—
21 WBkT THE VOCATION IS—ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Work Done. Type of Work. Service Rendered, Work
Routines. Characteristics.
22 JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN THE VOCATION
Number Employed. Trends. Openings. Ratio of Appli-
cants. Eluctuations
.
23 NECESSARY QUALIFICATIONS EOR THE VOCATION
Education. Special Skills. Experience. Training.
Personal Factors.
24 ITS RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER VOCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Its dob Family. Value of Training for Other Jobs,
The Job Ladder.
25 WORKING CONDITIONS WITHIN THE VOCATION
Daily Program. Hazards. Y/ork Pressure. Tenure.
Security. Labor Policy.
26 ADVANCEMENT IN THE VOCATION ,
Beginning Jobs. Job Sequences. Rate and Criteria of
Advancement
.
27 WAGE, SALARY, AND EARNING- SCHEDULES
Beginning Salary. Rate Schedules. Income Limits.
Other Benefits.
28 AVAILABLE OPPORTUNITIES EOR EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Educational Programs. Technical Training. Appren-
ticeship. In-Service Aids.
29 LAWS AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING THE OCCUPATION
Licenses. Qualifying Examinations. Certification.
Appointment.
30 PERSONAL AND SOCIAL BENEFITS OF THE JOB
Important to Society. Creative Expression of Interest
and Talents.
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1
VOCATIONAL PREPARATION—EDUCATION AND TRAINING
JHFQBMAflOU ABOUT—
31 ffBE FL&CE OF GENERAL EDUCATION IN VOCATIONAL EEIEPAEATION*
«
The Relationship of Well-Balanced General Education to
Vocational Preparation.
The Vocational Reference of Each School Subject.
33 SUBJECT AMD COURSE REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS VOCATIONS
General and Technical Courses Required— To Begin— To
Advance for Mastery.
34 HOW TO PLAIT A TOTAL PROGRAM FOR VOCATIONAL PREPARATION. . .
.
Courses. Course Sequences. Program Sequences '. Types
of Programs.
Sources of Information. Program Offerings. Costs.
Requirements. Standing.
Sources of Information. Scholarships. Loan Funds.
Self-lielp Opportunit ies
.
Training Best Secured on the Job. In School. Place
of Both
Apprenticeships. Internships. Shop Courses. Pre-
Induction Schools.
39 WHEN THE INDIVIDUAL SHOULD LEAVE SCHOOL FOR THE JOB
Education Appropriate to Individual's Capacities and
Job Requirements.
40 REALISTIC APPRAISAL OF THE VOCATIONAL VALUE OF EDUCATION..
Recognition of its Values and Limitations in Vocation-
al Endeavor.
•
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.J-ALYZING BFDIVIDUAL VOCATIONAL CAPACITIES
INFORI.^TION ABOUT--
41 HELPFUL AIDS IN VOCATIONAL SELF-ANALYSIS
Counseling Services, vocational Clinics. Testing
Laboratories.
42 WHAT DATA TO EXAMINE IN DISCOVERING VOCATIONAL CLUES
Likes and Dislikes. Courses. Summer Jobs. Hobbies.
Interests. Sport s. Etc.
43 HOW TO APPRAISE INDIVIDUAL PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES
Organic Health. Stamina. Points of Strength and Weak}
ness. Development.
44 HOW TO DISCOVER SPECIAL ABILITIES AND APTITUDES
Mechanical. Musical. .artistic. Persuasive. Admin-
istrative. Etc.
45 HOW TO EVALUATE SPECIAL INTERESTS
Humanitarian. Scientific. Dramatic. Social. Art is-
t ic . jjt c
.
46 APPRAISING TEMPERAMENTAL QUALITIES
Stability. Impulsiveness. Aggressiveness. Self-Dir-
ection. Etc.
47 DEFINING DESIRED WORE PATTERNS AND HABITS
Routine. Creative. Secure. Under Pressure. Detailed.
Directed. Etc.
48 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DESIRED LIVING ARRANGEMENTS
Rural. Industrial. Metropolitan. Migratory. Geo-
graphical Location. Etc.
49 RELATING PERSONAL CAPACITIES TO VOCATIONAL DEMANDS
,
Summary of Personal equalities. Correlation with Voc-
ational Demands.
50 THE IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS IN SELECTING A VOCATION
Review of Qualifications. Training Problems. Oppor-
tunities. Placement.
r
EXAMINING- VOCATIONAL VALUES A33D ATI ITUDES
INFORMATION ABOUT—
51 WHOLESOME AND DISTORTED ATTITUDES TOWARDS VOCATIONS
Vocational "fixations". ^Martyr™ Complexes. Vocation-
al Anxiety and Inferiority.
52 HOW TO DISCOVER AND CREATE NEW VOCATIONAL INTERESTS
Exploring New Areas of Need. Creating New Vocational
Ambitions.
53 RIGHT AND WRONG VOCATIONAL MOTIVATIONS—EVALUATION
Wrong and Inadequate Motivations. Adequate Vocational
Motivations,
54 THE DIGNITY AND VALUE Ox*' ALL TYPES OF USEFUL WORK
The "Y/hite Collar" Fallacy. The "Dignity of Every Use
ful Calling".
55 HEALTHFUL • LIVING HAB ITS—THEIR VOCATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
Physical and Mental Hygiene. Recreation. Avocational
Interests.
56 PERSONALITY— ITS IMPORTANCE IN VOCATIONAL ADJUSTMENT
Types. Essential Elements. Its individuality. How
Developed.
57 PERSONAL AND VOCATIONAL^VIRTUES
Good Work Habits. Flexibility of Mind, Poise. IntegJ-
rity. Resourcefulness, Etc.
58 PROFESSIONAL ETHICS AND MODES OF BEHAVIOR
Standards of the Profession. Relation to Associates.
Etiquette
.
59 SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES INHERENT IN ALL VOCATIONS ,
The Common Good. Inter-dependence of all locations.
Service.
60 A PHILOSOPHY OF WORK AND A PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE....
The Primary Importance of all Society Useful Work in
Personal Adjustment.
r
GENERAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ORIENTATION
n^ORMaTION ABOUT-
-
61 ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES
Freedom of Property, Contract, Enterprise, Exchange.
oocial Controls.
62 AMERICAN SYSTEMS OF PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
Industrialization. Specialization. Concentration.
Exchange
•
63 BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
.
Types. Corporate Enterprise. Monopolization. Trends.
Liability.
64 THE WAGE, PRICE, RENT, INTEREST AND PROFIT SYSTEMS
As Production Controls. Supply and Demand. Economic
Values Exchange.
65 BASIC TRENDS IN AMERICAN ECONOMIC LIFE
Power Production. Decentralization. Technology.
Social Controls.
66 LABOR RELATIONS—POLIC PES, PRACTICES, PURPOSES
Types of Organization. Objectives. Mode of Operation.
Controls.
67 GOVERNMENT AND SOCL^L CONTROLS UT OUR ECONOMIC LIFE
Role of Government as Regulartory Agency. Methods of
Control. Objectives.
68 SOCIAL PROBLEMS, PRESSURES, AND TENDENCIES
Population Trends. Unemployment . Urbanization. In-
security. Insufficiency.
69 CONSUMER ECONOMICS
Consumer Demands. Distribution Costs. Consumer Ed-
ucation. Co- operatives.
£0 WAS ECONOMICS—SOCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DISLOCATION
Vocational War Demands. r.Sanpov/er Mobilization, voc-
ational Readjustment.
r
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e hiding securing jobs
M£SMMh2£M, about—
71 HOW TO PLAN TBS JOB CAMPAIGN
Systematic Procedures. Careful Planning. Effective
Strategies.
72 RESOURCE MATERIALS CONCERNING JOB HUNTING TECHNIQUES
Books, Pamphlets, and other Directives Concerning
Techniques.
73 COMMUNITY SERVICES PROVIDING AID TO THE JOB SEEKER
Agencies and Referrals. School Aids* Placement Ser-
vices.
74 FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Placement Services. As Informational Centers. Coun-
seling and Testing.
75 PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Kinds of Agencies. Special services. Abusive Prac-
tices. Limitations.
76 CIVIL SERVICE PROGRAMS
Sources of Information. Kinds of Jobs, qualification^.
Comoensat ions
.
77 WAYS OF DISCOVERING JOB OPPORTUNITIES
School Services. Service Agents. Directories. Ad-
vertising. Contacts.
78 HOW TO PREPARE APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE-RECORD FORMS...
Essential Data. Form. References. Follow-up. Tim-
ing. Distribution.
79 THE POINTS ON WHICH AN EMPLOYER JUDGES AN APPLICANT
Capacity for Grov/th. Education. Experience. Person-
ality. Appearance. Etc.
80 HOW TO HANDLE AN INTERVIEW
Grooming. Etiquette. Attitude. Presentation. App-
roach . Follow-up . Et c
.
r
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Definitions of Occupational Classifications Utilized
by the United States I£aplo3raent Service*
PROFESSIONAL 'AND MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS
Prof e s s ional Oc ciroat ions
This group includes occupations that predominately requir
a High degree of mental activity "by the Worker and are con-
cerned With theoretical or practical aspects of complex fields
of human endeavor. Such occupations require for the proper
performance of the work, either extensive and comprehensive
academic study, or experience of such scope and character as
to provide an equivalent background, or a combination of such
education and experience.
Typical professions are those of doctor, lawyer, arthit-
ect, mechanical engineer, chemist, physicist, astronomer,
editor, actor, and musician. Of these, mechanical engineer,
arthitect, astronomer, and doctor are primarily concerned with
the development of the practical application of formal and
well-organized fields of theoretical knowledge; whereas occ-
upations, such as editor, actor, and librarian are concerned
with activities that demand acquired abilities which may pro-
perly be considered of a professional character, but may not
require the background of a formal field of knowledge*
From the Dictionary of 0 c
c
upat ional T it 1 e
s
. Part II.

Semiprofess ional Qc cuuat ions
Included in this group are occupations concerned with the
theoretical or practical aspects of fields of endeavor that re
quire rather extensive education or practical experience, of
a combination of such education and experience for the proper
performance of the work; such fields of endeavor, however, are
less demanding with respect to background or the need for in-
itiative or judgment in dealing with complicated work situa- ..
tions than those fields which are considered as "professional"
These occup ations are typically confined to relatively re-
stricted fields of activity, many of them being concerned with
the technical or mechanical details of the broader and poss-
ibly more theoretical fields of endeavor.
Chiropodists, tree surgeons, draftsmen, aviators, lab-
oratory technicians, and fingerprint experts are typical
semiprofess ional occupations.
Managerial and Official Occupations
This group includes occupations that are involved prim-
arily with responsible policy-making, planning, supervising,
coordinating, or guiding the work-activity of others, usually
through intermediate supervisors. Typical of these occupa-
tions are managers or presidents of business enterprises,
superintendents of construction projects, and purchasing and
advertising agents. Executive secretaries, and treasurers, al-
though not usually involved in extensive administrative or

managerial duties, are nevertheless included because of their
official capacities.
Occupations that embrace supervisory functions of the
character of foremen, but that involve limited aspects of pol-
icy-making and management, are not included. These occupations
are coded with the skilled occupations,
oiMTSiiii And saje»es occupations
ulerical and Kindred Occupations
This group includes occupations concerned with the pre-
paration, transcribing, transferring, systematizing, or pre-
serving of written communications and records in offices, shops,
and other places of work where such functions are performed.
Other occupations, such as collectors, telegraph messengers,
and mail carriers, although not strictly of this ci.1ar0.cter are
included because of their close relationship to these activ-
ities.
Most of these occupations are performed by mental and
manual processes but a few include in part or in whole the op-
eration of such machines as bookkeeping machines and calculating
machines.
Sales and Kindred Occupations
Included in this group are occupations concerned with the
sale of commodities
,
investments, real estate, and services,
and occupations that are very closely identified with sales

transactions even though they do not involve actual participa-
tion in such transactions.
These occupations vary considerably With respect to such
factors as the techniques employed in effecting sales, the
knowledge required of what is offered for sale, and the place
of sale (Sales establishments, establishment of a prospective
customer, private homes, on streets, and in other places) but
they all have in common the contact with prospective customers
with the objective of effecting sales transactions.
Typical of occupations engaged in actual sales are sales-
men, and hucksters. Typical of the occupations that are close^
ly identified with sales transactions, but that may not act-
ually participate in such transactions are demonstrators and
shoppers
.
SERVICE OCCUPATIONS
Domestic Service Occupations
This group includes occupations concerned With the usual
functions in the maintenance of households and their environs,
the cooking of meals, the care of children, and similar service
that are performed in private homes. It does not include the
occupations of repairmen or tradesmen who may be called into
private homes to repair or service the house or its equipment.
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Personal Service Occupations
Included in this group are occupations concerned with
performing services for persons that require predominate!;
either direct contact or close association with the individual.
Typical examples are barbers, waiters, bootblacks and practical
nurses, A few, however, such as kitchen workers and maids in
hotels, may have little or no contact with the recipient of the
service.
Protective Service Occupations
Occupations in this group are those specif icalljr con-
cerned with the protection or guarding of the county or its
political units, of buildings and other property, and of indiv-
iduals. The services performed by such workers range from the
routine duties of a watchman who guards the property of some
organization, to the more complicated duties of a traffic
policeman or detective, or to those of soldiers and sailors.
Building Service Workers and Porters
This group includes miscellaneous occupations that are
concerned with cleaning the interior and equipment of buildings,
offices, stores, and similar places, and with moving or carry-
ing equipment, baggage, and other articles. Elevator operator
although not strictly of this character is included here be-
cause it is a type of building service rather than a personal
service.

AGR ICULTXJRAL
,
FISHERY, FORESTRY, AHD KINDRED OCCUPATIONS
Agr icultural
,
llort icultural , and Kindred Qc pupations
The occupations included in this group are those that are
directly associated with the processes of growing and harvest in
vegetables, fruits, grains, and other farm crops; in the
raising of poultry, livestock, and other animals and fowls for
consumption, for their products, for pets, or exhibition; and
in the various phases of horticultural activities. The predom-
inant types of workers covered are farmers, who manage farms on
an ownership, rental, or share basis, frequently with the
assistance of other workers, and farm hands and other farm
workers, who assist in the work in varying capacities.
Fishery Occupations
This group includes the occupations of workers who earn
their livlihood by actively engaging in catching or gathering
all types of sea food and aquatic shells and plants by any one
or more of numerous methods.
Forestry (jfecept Logging) and Aunting and Trapping Occupations
This group includes occupations concerned with the de-
velopment and care of forests and the growing and gathering of
forest products; also occupations of workers who guide hunting
or trapping parties or who engage in the hunting and trapping
of wild animals and game. It does not include logging occupa-
tions.
r
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SKILLED OCCUPATIONS
This group includes craft and manual occupations that re-
quire predominately a thorough and comprehensive knowledge of
processes involved in the work, the exercise of considerable
independent judgement, usually a high degree of manual dexter itJr.
and, in some instances, extensive responsibility for valuable
product or equipment. Workers in these occupations usually be-
come qualified by serving apprenticeships or extensive training
periods,
foremen of manual and craft workers are also included
with these occupations, the foremen Who are responsible for the
supervision of craftsmen receiving the same code as the type of
craftsmen they they supervise. Other foremen, who usually
supervise workers in a variety of occupations, receive codes
according to the industry involved.
SEMISKILLED OCCUPATIONS
This group includes manual occupations that are char-
acterized by one, or a combination of parts, of the following
requirements: The exercise of manipulative ability of a high
s
order, but limited to a fairly well defined work routine;
major reliance, not so much upon the worker's judgement or dex-
terity, but upon vigilance and alertness, in situations in
which lapses in performance would cause extensive damage to
product or equipment; and the exercise of independent judgement
to meet variables in the work situation, which is not based on
-
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wide knowledge of a work field and with the nature and extent
of the judgements limited either (a) "by application over a
relatively narrow task situation or (Id) by having important de>
cisions made by others. These occupations may require the per-
formance of part of a craft or skilled occupation, but usually
to a relatively limited extent.
UNSKILLED OCCUPATIONS
This group includes manual occupations that involve the
performance of simple duties that may be learned within a
short period of time and that require the exercise of little or
no independent judgement. Characteristically, such occupations
do not require previous experience in the specific occupation
in question, although a familiarity with the occupational en-
vironment may be necessary or very desirable. The occupations
in the group vary from those involving a minimum of physical
exertion to those characterized by heavy physical work.
NOTE: The titles of jobs that occur in a number of in-
dustries and that accordingly are referred to the grouping
titles LABORER (any ind. ) and LABORER, PROCESS (any ind. ) for
classif ication, are not listed below. For a complete list of
these job titles and explanation of the procedure for class-
ifying workers performing the jobs, see the definition for
LABORER (any ind.) and LABORER, PROCESS (any ind.) in Part I.
r/
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